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Abstract
It is important to understand the structure of nuclear many-body systems in terms of
the bare nucleon-nucleon interactions. The difficulty of treating the nuclear force is the
presence of the strong short-range repulsion and the strong tensor interaction. In ad-
dition, it is necessary to include the effects of three-body force in many-body nucleon
system. However many nuclear models have been developed to adopt the effective
nucleon-nucleon interaction resulting from G-matrix calculation. Since these models
cannot treat the properties of the intrinsic nuclear force, we have to develop the founda-
tion of the theoretical framework to treat the nuclear interaction in many-body system.
In this study, we propose a tensor-optimized few-body model (TOFM) in the few
body framework. The tensor interaction plays significant roles to determine the nuclear
structure. In TOFM, the configurations caused by one-operation of the tensor opera-
tor to the .S-wave ground state are introduced in the total wave function. The physical
concept of TOFM comes from the tensor-optimized shell-model (TOSM), which can be
applicable to the study of medium and heavy nuclei. The two methods of TOFM and
TOSM can describe the deuteron-like tensor correlation bringing high momentum com-
ponents in finite nuclei. and provide a good reproduction of the binding energy with the
bare nucleon-nucleon interaction, We apply the TOFM to the s-shell and p-shell nuclei
and investigate the defect of TOSM quantitatively. We suggest the modification of the
short-range correlation would improve the results of TOSM. It is also shown that TOFM
reproduces more than 90 o/o of the total binding energy and of the tensor contribution
of the rigorous few-body calculation for s-shell nuclei. From these results we conclude
that TOFM is good enough to use as an approximation in the variational calculation for
the total binding energy and the TOFM wave function can treat the property of the NN
interaction, in particular the tensor interaction. This study is very encouraging to extend
our TOFM framework to the nuclei beyond s-shell. We extend the TOFM to the p-shell
region, such as 5He, and show the TOFM results in case of 5He nucleus. We work
out the variational calculation for 5He and discuss the structure difference between two
resonance 3/2- and l/2 states. In particular, we shed light on the roles of the tensor
interaction in two states, such as the ZS splitting energy.
We further study the effects of many-body forces in our framework. In this study
we treat explicitly L(1232) isobar degrees of freedom in the bare interaction, which can
be the origin of the three-body forces via the pion exchange. We adopt the Argonne A
model potential and study the explicit role of A in nuclei. It is surprising that the addi-
tional NA and AA states generate strong tensor interactions, and change various matrix
elements from the results of the only Ntr/ space. It turns out that A plays significant roles
in nuclear structure.
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Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 Aim of this study
The aim of this study is to understand the structure of finite nuclei in terms of the mi-
croscopic nuclear interaction. One of the most important challenges is to treat the prop-
erties of the bare nucleon-nucleon (NM) interaction in calculating the nuclear structure.
The bare nuclear interaction has complicated structures such as the strong short-range
repulsion and the strong tensor interaction and additionally various spin-isospin depen-
dences with many operators. Moreover effects of three-body force should be also take
into account to reproduce the experimental data of many-body nuclear system. Many
conventional nuclear models have been developed by using effective nuclear interac-
tions due to the difficulty of treating the bare nuclear interaction directly. The effective
interactions do not include the intrinsic properties of nuclear interactions manifestly.
Hence it is important to describe the nuclear many-body system by using the realistic
NN interaction.
At the present time, few-body calculations with ab initio method have been devel-
oped and succeeded in the reproduction ofthe ground and few excited states for light
nuclei. However, it is extremely difficult to extend these frameworks to heavier nuclei
because of the difficulty of treating large model space exactly. In addition, the treatment
of three-body interaction so far has been phenomenological, while there are discussions
that non-nucleonic degrees of freedom may play important roles after being truncated
in the nucleon space. Therefore, it is desired to develop a microscopic method starting
from the bare NN interaction.
1.2 Barenucleon-nucleoninteraction
It is not very straightforward to describe the nuclear interaction from a microscopic the-
ory. We have to consider not only the meson-exchange but also the contribution of quark
and gluon degrees of freedom in the nuclear forces. We recall that the nuclear interac-
tion in many-body system has a complicated structure with spin and isospin including
multi-nucleon interaction. There are many attempts to describe the bare NN interaction
such as Argonne potential [2,3] and Bonn potential14,5] in reproducing the nucleon-
nucleon scattering data and the deuteron properties. There are slight differences in these
πJ77=θ―
Figure l.l: One-pion exchange diagram
phenomenological NN interactions due to their model settings, for example a potential
shape, but these interactions tell us some characteristic properties of NN interaction in
common. The notable features of the bare NN interaction is the existences of the strong
repulsive interaction at short distance caused by quark dynamics, and the strong tensor
interaction at intermediate and long-range distance due to the pion exchange between
nucleons.
The tensor force is dominantly provided the meson theory and was originally pro-
posed by Yukawa []. The strong tensor force originates in the pion-exchange interac-
tion as.
聯茄ちca為=“中 旬為 勧2為い
S12=3(δl・0)(Q・θ)―(δl・あ)
=[乃(′)・ldl×あ]21・
(1.2)
The pion exchange interaction is illustrated in Fig. 1 . 1 . The second term in Eq. ( I . 1)
represents the tensor force with the tensor operator S12 defined in Eq. (1.2), which plays
crucial roles in intermediate and long-range distances due to the small pion mass about
mn : 140 MeV corresponding to about 1.4 fm in the interaction range. In addition,
these tensor forces will be enhanced with the increase of the momentum exchanged
between the nucleons. The first term in Eq. (l.l) contributes to the central force with
the spin and isospin operators. However there is the strong short-range repulsion in the
central force, the contributions of the firstterm in Eq. 1.1 are suppressed by the strong
repulsion. As a results, the first term of the central force gives the small contribution
with low momentum component. Hence the treatment of the pion exchange interaction
is to treat the strong tensor force in many body systems.
In nuclear structure, it is difficult to handle these two different properties of the NN
interaction, the strong short-range repulsion and the tensor force, and so many nuclear
models have been developed to adopt the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction resulting
from G-matrix calculations. The G-matrix interaction for the Bruckner Hartree-Fock
theory integrate out high momentum components of nucleon wave functions, and the
effect of the tensor force is renormalized into central and spin-orbit force without high
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Figure 1.2: Central and Tensor potential in AV8'
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Fig. 1.2 : The left hand side figure represents the central interaction, and the right hand
side one is the tensor interaction as a function of the relative NN distance.
momentum components, and also the density-dependent term. Hence the information
of the intrinsic NNinteraction has been implicit in the conventional nuclear models. It is
an important problem to develop treatment of the tensor force explicitly in many-body
system and to understand the dynamics brought by the tensor force in finite nuclei.
Now we would like to introduce a traditional model of NN interaction formed
by non relativistic framework of two-body potential taking examples as Argonne V8
model (AV8'). We show the radial dependences of the central and tensor interactions
in Fig.l.2. We can confirm the existence of the hard core at less than 0.5 fm in the
central potential. The triplet- even (3E) part has the deepest pocket at the distance of
0.8 fm. Besides we also have a characteristic tensor interaction. In particular the triplet-
even channel 13f; has a very strong attraction at a short- and intermediate- range, which
generates the high-momentum components.
The Argonne potential is based on a phenomenological model by fitting the NN scat-
tering data and some deuteron properties. On the other hand, we would like to mention
the recent study of NN interaction in the first principle lattice QCD simulation [6]. The
construction of the NN interaction from the fundamental QCD theory is one of the aims
in the lattice QCD. Ref. [6] gives the calculated results of the NN interactions in lat-
tice QCD. As shown in Fig. 1.3, the lattice QCD calculations present the existence of a
strong short-range repulsion in the central interaction and strong attraction ofthe tensor
interaction. These features of the derived NN interaction is similar to the AV8' potential
case. However calculations cannot still reach areal pion mass, so that when the light
pion mass is used in the calculation, the tensor interaction would become larger. The
QCD derived NN interaction would be given from the lattice QCD in the future.
Figure 1.3: Central and Tensor potential in lattice QCD
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Fig. 1.3 : The left hand side figure represents the central and tensor interactions in the
triplet-even channel, and the right hand side one is the tensor interaction dependent on
the pion mass as a function of the relative NN distance.
1.3 Effects of the nuclear interaction in deuteron
In this section, we would like to discuss the effects of the bare NN interaction on the
deuteron properties. We show the calculated results of the deuteron wave function with
the AV8' potential in Fig. 1.4 and various components of the Hamiltonian in Table 1.1.
These results are useful to understand the roles of the short-range repulsion and tensor
interaction [3,7].
As shown in Fig. 1.4, the calculated results of the deuteron wave functions show that
the S-wave component is suppressed at the short distance due to the strong short-range
repulsion, and the D-wave component has a more compact spatial structure than the
S-wave one. This compact D-wave brings a high momentum component which leads to
a large (DD) kinetic energy of 8.57 MeV as listed in Table 1.I . Although the D-wave
probability is about 5o/o, the dominant attraction is caused by the tensor interaction,
which is the source to produce the D-wave component. As a result, the small binding
energy of 2.24 MeV is obtained by canceling the interaction energy with the large kinetic
energy. In the case of the AV8' potential, the tensor contribution amounts to almost 80%
of the total athraction as shown in Table 1.1 . From these results we learn that the tensor
interaction creates the characteristic D-wave function in the deuteron. In particular, the
large matrix element of the tensor interaction is caused by the transition from the S-wave
to the D-wave component. We call this two-nucleon pair consisting of a proton and a
neutron, a deuteron-like state, which plays a significant role in providing a large tensor
attraction even for many-body systems. Hence these features of the NN interaction
should appear in finite nuclei. In particular it is considered that a proton-neutron Qtn)
pairs is favored to a deuteron-like structure in order to gain the tensor correlation in
nuclei. Actually, it is reported experimentally that pn pair forms a strong correlation in
nuclei [8,9]. Subedi et al mentioned that a large fraction of pn pair is observed than the
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Figure 1.4: Deuteron .l-wave and D-wave func-
tions obtained by using AV8'. The relative dis-
tance is represented by r.
Table L l: Various compo-
nents of the Hamiltonian with
the AV8' nucleon-nucleon
potential for deuteron.
Energy 
-2.24 [MeV]
Kinetic
(SS)
(DD)
Central
(SS)
(DD)
-4.46
-3.96
-0.50
Tensor
(SD)
(DD)
-16.64
-18.93
2.29
-1.02
P(D) 5。78[%]
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
S…wave――
D‐wave――・
AV8'
?????
ヽ
ヽ
ヽ
ヽ
ヽ
19.88
H.31
8.57
8
LS
Radius   l.96[fm]
(SS)   2.00[fm]
(DD)  1.22[fm]
case of pp and nn pairs in nuclei. It is difficult to reproduce this enhancement of the pn
pair theoretically in a simple shell model calculation [9].
Hence it is important to investigate the roles of the tensor interaction on various
observables in finite nuclei, and these properties of NNinteraction have to be handled
in all the theoretical frameworks for a quantitative account of nuclear structure.
1.4 Ab initio calculations and problems
One of the most efficient methods of treating the bare NN interaction for finite nuclei
is few-body methods [0]. Fortunately we have a powerful few-body technique to de-
scribe light nuclei by using the relative or Jacobi coordinates, as illustrated in Fig. 1.6
as examples of three-body and four-body systems. The bench mark calculation of the
aHe nucleus using various few-body methods have shown that it is possible to take into
account the tensor interaction and the short-range repulsion exactly in terms of these rel-
ative coordinates, where the matrix element of the tensor interaction accounts for more
than half of the total attraction [10].
In the few-body framework, the calculated results are extremely good for nuclear
ground states and a few excited states by including a phenomenological three-body
interaction. Pieper and Wiringa calculated the binding energies of the light mass nuclei
using the Green's function Monte Carlo method up to the mass number A 
-12 inFig 1.5,
where about 70 
- 
80 o/o of the entire NN interaction comes from the one-pion exchange
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Figure 1.5: The calculated results of the binding energies of various nuclei using the
Green's function Monte Carlo method in Ref [11].
A=3 A〓4
Figure 1.6: Relative coordinate for three-body and four-body system.
interaction which is the dominant source of the tensor interaction [11, l2].
However, the necessary antisymmetrization of all the particle coordinates and many
configurations limit the application of the few-body method to larger mass nuclei. One
of the reasons for the difficulty is the large variational model space in which the whole
energy is minimized. This fact makes it extremely difficult to apply the few-body meth-
ods to heavier mass nuclei. Moreover the additional nuclear force have adopted the
phenomenological three-body interaction which is based on the three-body interaction
model with the one delta excitation like Fujita-Miyazawa type. In this model, the treat-
ment of the delta excitation is effective by using only nucleon spaces, therefore, the
ielation between the delta excitation and the three-body force have not been investi-
gated. It is important to study the delta and the origin of the three-body interaction in
terms of the more microscopic nuclear interaction. The pion exchange force plays sig-
nificant roles in the transformation a nucleon into a delta resonance. Hence we propose
?
‐?』
to treat the explicitly delta degrees of freedom in two-body correlation levels as well
as two-nucleon correlation without using phenomenological three-body force. We can
describe the additional forces, not only three-body force but also higher-body force, by
starting from the two-body interaction
Hence, we need a new theoretical framework, which can apply to heavier nuclei with
the bare NN interaction and treat not only the two-body force but also the additional ef-
fect of many-body force. We would like to propose a tensor optimized few-body model
(TOFM) in order to discuss the essential features of the nuclear structure, which are
induced by the NN interaction, and provide a foundation of the many-body framework
in terms of the few-bodv calculation.
1。5  Plan of this thesis
In Chapter 2 we express the physical concept and formulation for tensor optimized
few-body model, and verifu the validity of TOFM in the s-shell nuclei. In Chapter 3
we further apply TOFM to the p-shell nuclei and try to focus on the discussion of the
relation between the tensor force and the doublet splitting structure in 5He. In Chapter 4
we take into account the delta degrees of freedom in two-body nuclear force. We study
the roles of the tensor force induced by the L(1232) isobar resonances so as to consider
the effect of the three-body force. Finally in Chapter 5 we summarize this thesis and
mention what we have to carrv out for various studies stated in the outlook.
Chapter 2
Tensor optimized few-body model for
s-shell nuclei
2.1 Physical concept of TOFM and the purpose of this
chapter
As we discussed in the previous section, the strong tensor interaction play significance
roles to bind finite nuclei and to determine the nuclear structure. In the variational
calculation, it would be preferable to obtain the tensor correlation efficiently by taking
most important configurations. There have been successful developments to handle
the strong tensor correlation in the reasonable shell model space, which we call tensor
optimized shell-model (TOSM). The TOSM wave function is described in the shell
model basis, which can be applicable to the study of medium and heavy nuclei by using
the bare NN interaction. TOSM is a method for treating the strong tensor interaction
in the 2p-2h model space [7, l3]. The strong tensor interaction oughts to excite two
nucleons in a spin-saturated shell model state into two-particle states. Hence, it is a
minimum requirement to take 2p-2h excitations in order to treat the tensor interaction,
which provides alarge attraction to form nucleus. They use Gaussian basis functions of
various ranges (short-range in particular) so that the variational wave function is able to
describe the strong tensor correlation. The same concept of treating the strong tensor
interaction is adapted in the framework of extended Bruckner Hartree-Fock (EBHF)
theory for finite and infinite nuclei [ 4, l5].
As for another important feature of the bare NN interaction, the strong short-range
repulsion, it is hard to express the relative motion between two nucleons by using the
single-particle coordinates of the shell model base in TOSM. The TOSM framework
uses the central correlation part of the unitary correlation operator method (UCOM) by
truncating the resulting many-body operators at the two-body level 120,211.
Myo et al. introduced TOSM to describe the spin-orbit splitting effect in 5He due
to the blocking mechanism of the ptp orbit caused by the deuteron-like tensor cor-
relation [16]. Another important application of TOSM was the formation of the halo
structure in I I Li I I 7]. Again, the tensor correlation is responsible for disfavoring a con-
figuration of two neutrons inthe p1p orbit and makes the contribution of two neutrons
in the s1p orbit large to be the source of the halo structure.
Table 2.1: Thc calculated rcsult of TOSヽ4 for 4He With AV8'potential. Units are in
NIlcV fbr thc total and various lnatrix elements.
Energy Kinetic Central Tensor LS
-54.55 -2.53
-68.35  -4.72
In addition, a theoretical study was performed by Myo et al. to use a bare NM
interaction AV8' in TOSM for aHe and He and Li isotopes, and the reproductions of
the energy levels of He and Li isotopes are very successful [13, 18, l9]. In particular
for aHe study, the numerical results were compared with those obtained by few-body
methods [3] in Table 2.1 . Thble 2.1 shows the total energy and various matrix el-
ements of the Hamiltonian components for aHe compared with the exact calculation
using Faddeev-Yakubovsky (FY) equations in Ref. [0] . Since the comparison with
the rigorous calculation was quantitatively very successful, it may be a good idea to
introduce the spirit of the TOSM approximation in the few-body framework. This is a
physical meaning of TOFM, and the physical concept of TOFM comes from the tensor-
optimized shell model (TOSM). This idea corresponds to taking the S-wave configura-
tion as the basis and adding a D-wave state in a relative coordinate, which is directly
connected by the tensor interaction with the S-wave configuration. We will explain the
framework of TOFM in more detail in a later subsection.
On the other hand, the binding energy of aHe calculated in TOSM was about 3 MeV
smaller, and the tensor matrix element was about 20o/o smaller than the results of the
few-body methods. Hence, it is very important to know from where the difference be-
tween TOSM and the rigorous calculations comes from in order to use the concept of
TOSM for medium and heavy nuclei. Hence we have two purposes in this chapter in or-
der to extend our framework to larger mass nuclei. One is to develop a tensor-optimized
few-body method using the spirit of TOSM and study how good is the approximation of
TOFM for the s-shell nuclei by comparing with few-body calculation. For s-shell nuclei,
these nuclei have already been solved exactly by some few-body methods. The other
is to compare with the results of aHe calculated in TOSM and discuss what should be
done to improve the present TOSM description of nuclei, and propose the improvement
strategy of TOSM.
2.2 Tensor optimized shell model
We first discuss TOSM, which was developed for the description of the tensor interac-
tion in the shell model basis [3]. The TOSM wave function for a closed shell nucleus
is written as
IΨ)=衡|の十ΣC洲2ρ―ル:α)
α
(2.1)
Here, l0) denotes a0p-0h spin saturated shell model state, while 2p-2h states l2p -2h:
al are those excitedby operation of the tensor operatorSrz(t) *lY2(i) x [o1 x oz]z]o
TOSM[13]
FY[10]
-22.30
-25.94
90.50   -55。71
102.39  -55。26
on two particles in the 0p-0h state. In the tensor operator, I/2(.f) denotes the spherical
harmonics with the angle of relative coordinate i , and o's are the spin operators of two
particles. Hence, the two components are connected by the tensor operator as
\2p -2h: alsp(i)10) l0 , (2.2)
where the quantum number d denotes all the possible 2p-2h states connected by the ten-
sor operator. The 2p-2h states are constructed to treat the tensor correlation by taking
various Gaussian range wave functions, particularly those with small Gaussian ranges
to optimize the role of the tensor interaction [16]. Hence, the essential approximation of
TOSM is the inclusion of the variational states, which are excited by only one operation
of the tensor interaction. As for the short-range correlation, they used the central corre-
lation part of the UCOM [20] in the TOSM framework, because it is difficult to express
the short-range behavior in the shell model basis [13].
2.3 Tensor optimized few-body model
2.3.1 The formulation of Tensor optimized few-body model
We are able to treat the short-range part by the variational method in TOFM. The few-
body method uses relative coordinates and, hence, it is more efficient to treat the tensor
and short-range correlations, since the tensor interaction and short-range repulsion are
expressed using the relative coordinates. We only have to introduce all the states con-
nected by one operation of the tensor interaction and take enough Gaussian functions to
express both the tensor and short-range correlations. Let us start with introducing the
following tensor-optimized wave function for a few-body system with A :2-,3- and
4-body systems by taking the essential features of rigorous calculations in the few-body
methods. Hence, we write a few-body wave function as a linear combination of S- and
D- wave components,
ly) : lys)+ lyD)
The condition of the D-wave component should be
(2.3)
(ΨDIS12(受)IΨs)≠0 (2.4)
On the basis of the TOFM approximation, we truncate the model space drastically as
explained in Fig. 2.1for aHe as an example. As compared with the rigorous calculation,
the TOFM wave function includes those states connected directly with the S-wave state
by the tensor operator. This truncation makes the variational space much smaller than
the rigorous method. In particular, the most essential D-wave state is the configuration
containing a l2-function for the Jacobi coordinate frt : Tt 
- 
12, because it is most
efficient to take the S- and D-wave couplings of tensor interaction in the coordinate 21.
In the TOFM wave function, the superpositions of the S-wave function andY2 function
in the D-state provide the deuteronlike state as explained in the introduction.
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Figure 2.1: The S-wave and D-wave components in TOFM
●・F・0・
梅 .
:       l
lΨs) IΨD〉
ιl Θι2 Θイ3=Z
(2.5)
Fig. 2.1 : The S-wave lY5) and D-wave lYp) functions for the case of aHe in TOFM
are shown in the left-hand side. The full model space of few-body methods is shown
in the right-hand side, where the total angular momentum Z is constructed by a vector
summation of orbital angular momenta, (t, (2, and (3, of each Jacobi coordinate. All the
possible combinations for Z to make the total spin 0 are considered in the rigorous cal-
cuf ations. We need many configurations with various (1, (.2, and (3. On the other hand,
the TOFM wave function takes only a single I/2 function for each Jacobi coordinate in
the description of the D-wave state.
The S―wave compOnent fOr s_shell nuclei with И≦4 is w五tten as
聴
lΨs)=Σ鍼ノ1蜘(■s,")‰(σ)ル(τ)).
IS・=1
The spin wave inction with tOtal spin s forthe/ミ=4 system is written as
‰(σ)=[I[χ:(a)×χ:(Q)]詢2×χ:(Q)ls123×χ:(Q)Is.
The iso―pin wave inction is written sirnilarly as
矛(τ)= [[レ:(τl)×χ:(o)]′12×χ:(角)]r123×χ:(2)]′・
On the othcr hand,the spatial wave inction is wriien as[24]
vo(■s,“)=eXp(一:膨ИLs").
(2.6)
(2.7)
(218)
Here, n represents the Jacobi coordinate vector r : (rt,r2,..) and ftAgr means the
short-hand notation of >yf-'A'!*,.rj. As is a (N- l) , (I/- l) symmetric matrix
and includes N(N 
- 
I) 12 variational parameters. The Jacobi coordinate vectors c; withi: 7,..,Np 
- 
I are expressed in terms of the particle coordinates ri with j : 1,..,Np,
where Np is the number of particles of a nucleus. This variational function is able to
express the short-range correlation precisely 1251.
As for the D-wave component, we have one Y2y function in the spatial wave function
and perform all the necessary permutations so that all the particle pairs profit the use of
the strong tensor interaction.
The global vector frr is defined as the linear combination of the vector fr as frn :
2!'-t ui&i, where ui is a variational parameter. Here we fix the parameter of the
global vector like fin: ol or fir : {D2 and or ilr : fr3, because we want to know
what configurations play significant roles to take into account the tensor correlations
in the few-body calculation efficiently. The Gaussian wave function with the function
ftApn : )/f-' A'l*,. ry is able to optimize the role of the tensor interaction with
small-range Gaussian functions in the D-wave part as the case of TOSM. Since the spa-
tial wave function now has a finite angular momentum, we have to couple the spatial
wave function with the spin wave function to obtain a desired total spin of-I.
ψズAぁ→=exp(〉ADπ
)|夕
π「ろスタ→.
助
IΨD)=Σ鰐ノ|[v2(AD,IX7})‰′({q isル({η})).
わ=1
(2.9)
(2.10)
We take a sufficient amount of Na in order to include short-range as well as long-range
Gaussian wave functions for the D-wave function to express fully the tensor correla-
tion. In the case of aHe nucleus, these correlated Gaussian basis wave functions can
include the H type configuration of the four particle coordinate due to the effects of
the rearrangement and the antisymmetrization. Therefore we do not take the H type
configuration explicitly in the TOFM calculation.
We should know the role of the antisymmetrization operator .d, which is defined
as d :2!\ pi7i. It consists of the particle exchange operator with the phase p; due
to even or odd permutation, where the operator 9i makes the transformation of the
Jacobi coordinate np : ,%r, and the exponent of the correlated Gaussian basis func-
tion and the generalized coordinate in the spherical harmonics take the form after the
antisymmetrization of the particles as Ap : I A9 and up : 9u.
The spin and isospin wave functions are also subject to the antisymmetrization.
Thus, the antisymmetrized wave function contains quite a general expression of wave
functions and the manipulation of various matrix elements is highly involved. We in-
troduce the representation of the global vector for the basis wave functions in the same
way as the Niigata group [22].
2.3.2 The variational calculation with stochastic variational method
We have to obtain the wave function and energy in a few-body framework by mini-
mizing the total energy 6S## :0. The ranges of the spatial wave functions 45 in
Eq. (2.8) and Ap in Eq. (2.9) are chosen irrationally, and the amplitudes Cl and C!
are determined by solving the eigen value problem for the Hamiltonian. We perform
the variational calculation with stochastic variational method (SVM) 123-251. In the
stochastic variational method, the Gaussian ranges ,45 and Ap are generated randomly,
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and the most suitable wave functions are chosen successively. Thus, the most suitable
parameters are selected as follows: First, some candidate parameters are generated in
the description of one base. Next by solving eigen value problem, we can obtain the
energy for each candidate parameters and select the parameters of the base which cor-
responds to the lowest energy. And then the number of base is increased with these
processes until the energy will converge. Hence we can get the energy convergence and
write the wave function dimension as small little as possible.
We may take also the intermediate spin and isospin quantum numbers in Eqs. (2.6),
(2.7) and (2.10) with constraint such that the final spin and isospin are s and /, respec-
tively.
2.3.3 The many body Hamiltonian and the bare nucleon-nucleon
interaction
The many body Hamiltonian of N particle system is given as
(2.11)
T"^ is the center of mass kinetic energy. We take the bare nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion for V;i suchas Argonne V8 potential (AV8'). Now we would like to introduce a tra-
ditional model ofNi/ interaction formed by nonrelativistic framework of two-body po-
tential taking examples as Argonne Vl8 potential (AVl8) and simplified version AV8'.
The Argonne potential model describes the pion exchange in a local approximation and
expresses the short- and intermediate-range part with a phenomenological parameters.
AVlS is constructed by a sum of an electro magnetic part (tFM), a one-pion exchange
part at a long-range distance part (vr), and a short- and intermediate phenomenological
distance parts (l),
uij:fiM +vi,+f1 . (2.12)
Here wc gct through thc details of charge―dependent structure and explain a general
pion…exchange part in Argonne potential rnodel. The plon exchange part is fo.1.led by
the Yukawa and tensor hnctions with the exponential cut―o二
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
????
〓?
巧=/2:“πc2[り(rヴ)η・η十写ズr〃)助l,
using a coupling constant f :0.075 and an average of the pion mass //tn : (moo I
Zmo+) 13. The Yukawa and tensor functions are,
玲0=警←θつ
ら0=←十島+許)::|←―√う2,
with a cut―offc=2.1ノ物 2 and μ=″C/万・
(2.13)
(2.14)
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The electro magnetic term is introduced for the charge-independence and charge-
symmetry breaking in the strong force, and contains such as one and two-photon ex-
changes Coulomb interaction. The remaining phenomenological part is a sum of a
short- and an intermediate-range potentials. The short-range part expresses the hard
core with Wood-Saxson function, and the intermediate-mnge part is assumed to come
from the two-pion exchange processes and is given by the square of tensor function.
This phenomenological part is determined by the 40 parameters so as to fit various data
of the NN system.
Then, the one-pion exchange and phenomenological parts are described as a sum of
18 operators,
Vみ十<=ΣりしがC,
′=1,18
where a charge independent part has t4 operators component and three additional charge-
dependent and one charge-asymmetric operators. The 14 operator consists of the cen-
tral, tensor, (l, .S), L2, (L..S)2 terms. On the other hand the AV8' has only eight operator
terms, where the L2 and (Z . ^S)2 terms in AVt 8 are projected onto the central, tensor,(Z.S) terms to in such a way that the interaction is unchanged in the S- and P- wave
channels. We shall see the details in the next chapter.
The first l4 operators consists of the central, tensor, (Z'S), L2, and (Z'S)2,
C=1'И= 1,■・■,σ′・脅,(■・η)(σJ・釣),助,(■・7/)SIJ,  (2.16)
(L・5),(■・ )(L・S),L2,(77・TJ)L2,(σ′.(η)L2,  
｀
(■・η)(σ′・釣)L2,(五.5)2,(77・TJ)(L・S)2,
and the remaining 4 operators is three charge-dependent and one charge-asymmetnc
operator,
6tn:r5'18 : Tij, (oi' o )Tii,SijTij, (rri + rri), (2.17)
where Tii :3tr;T2i 
- 
ri-rj . On the basis of the AVl8 potential, the AV8' potential
reduce the first l4 operators to the eight operators terms,
`¬
十:杓十:ⅥO+:Ⅶ+:Ⅵ2+:Ⅵ3+:Ⅵ4
V2 ~ V2+:V94:V10・iVH―
―
:V12■:V13■:V14,
V3 = V3+:V9■
iV10-「:VH―
―
iV12■:V13■:V14,
V' = V4+:V9-:V10-:VH―卜:V12+金
V13+豊V14,
V:=V5~16V13~16V14,
'Vを =V6~薦V13~48V14,
V与 = V7~:V9+:V10-:VH―卜:V12~:V13+誓
V14,
V: = V8+:V9-―:V10+:VH―
―
:V12■:V13~醤
V14,
(2.15)
(2.18)
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otherwise in a representation of the spin and isospin channel,
V鵠 == V60・卜2vf上
V続 = V61,
V絶 = V10,
vfl―卜2vイ1-十:V(12,
`0,■1-fiVF,
u'(3 : uli 
- 
zut'o 
- 
3un8 
,
"'li : ufi - lufi' ,
and does not take into account the small contribution of the remaining 4 operators.
Hence the one-pion exchange and the phenomenological parts can be written as the sum
of the eight terms in AV8', which consist of the central force, the tensor force, and the
spin-orbit force
vij : v'i'j + v'!, + v',tf , (2.20)
with the first eight operators in Eq. (2.16). Since AV8' does not contain the L2 and
(L.$2 operators, it is relatively easy to use this potential for a variational calculation.
However we should take of care the use of AV8' in the calculation beyond s-shell nuclei
because the transformation of higher momentum L2 and (L.S)2 terms into the central,
tensor, and ZS terms is performed in the lower partial waves of 2N system..
We do not include the Coulomb potential and three nucleon force in order to com-
pare the results with the exact few-body calculations and the TOSM calculation for aHe
nucleus. We will discuss three nucleon force in another chapter.
2.3.4 Parallelization calculation
We comment on the parallelization of the numerical calculation. To work out for larger
mass nuclei beyond the s-shell in TOFM, we need a larger scale calculation using super
computers. It is very important to reduce the computational time. Hence we require the
method of parallelization of the calculation and apply it to the variational calculation of
TOFM. Since in the parallel calculations we can calculate different things at a time with
multiple computers, it is suitable for the situation where there are many long iterative
calculations and the results do not change by the order of the calculation.
Thus, in TOFM, we apply the parallelization to the process of the selection of the
optimal basis parameters like As and Ap in the variational calculation with SVM. In
the SVM calculation, we have to search for the optimal base which gives the minimum
energy in hundreds of trial and error calculations by preparing various base functions.
We must calculate the matrix elements of all Hamiltonian components in hundreds
times, which takes long computational time. Therefore, the present problem in SVM
and TOFM is suitable to use the parallel calculation and share the time-consuming pro-
cess with many parallel computers.
(2.19)
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2.4 Numerical results with TOFM for s-shell nuclei
2.4.L The total energy and various energy components for 2H and
3H, and 4He nucleus
We show the numerical results with TOFM and compare them with the rigorous few-
body calculations for A : 2-,3- and 4-body systems. We also make a comparison with
the TOSM calculation of Myo et al. for aHe ;131, where they used UCOM in order to
treat the strong short-range repulsion. We perform numerical calculations with TOFM
using the AV8' potential for nuclei with A: 2,3 and 4. The results for the deuteron are
shown in Table I, where the importance of the tensor interaction with a large attraction
of 
- 
16.71 MeV is clearly seen as we mentioned in the introduction. It is also important
to point out that the kinetic energy of 19.97 MeV is quite large, which is caused by the
tensor interaction.
Figure 2.2: Energy convergence of triton in TOFM
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Fig.2.2: Various energy components in the triton in TOFM with AV8' as functions of
the number N : Ns *No of the basis wave functions. Those energy components are the
kinetic energy denoted by crosses, the spin-orbit energy denoted by pluses, the central
interaction energy denoted by plus-crosses, the tensor interaction energy denoted by
open squares and the total energy denoted by closed squares. The corresponding energy
components obtained by rigorous calculations are shown by solid bars in the right-hand
side.
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As for A : 3 and 4, we include a 12 function for each Jacobi coordinate in the D-
wave variational space, while the antisymmetrization "d takes care of all the necessary
permutations. We obtain variationally suitable Gaussian ranges ,45 and Ap and their
amplitudes Cf in eq. (2.5) andC! inBq.(2.10) by solving eigen value problem.
Figure 2.3: Energy convergence of aHe in TOFM
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Fig.2.3: Various energy components in aHe in TOFM with AV8' as functions of the
number of basis wave functions. The notations are the same as those in Fig. 2.2.
In Fig. 2.2, we show the energy convergence for 3H as functions of the number N
of the basis wave functions. The energy components and total energy are shown up to
N : Ns *No : 150. We see that a good convergence is achieved already at around N
: 50. All the energies are compared with the SVM calculation shown in the right-hand
side of the figure. We show in Fig. 2.3 the case of 4He, which is obtained by using the
/:2 component with ilr 
-- 
rl only. In this case, the convergence is slower and we ought
to go up to about N : 300. The results of the rigorous few-body calculations for aHe
are shown in the right-hand side of this figure. Although the convergence is achieved
for the central and spin-orbit energies, the tensor interaction energy and also the kinetic
energy are not yet converged.
We show in Table I the total energy and various energy components as the kinetic
energy, the central interaction energy, the tensor interaction energy and the spin-orbit
aHe 
with AV8'
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Table 2.2: Various energy components in unit of MeV with the AV8' interaction.
Nucleus Energy Kinetic Central Tensor
deuteron -2.24   19。97 -4.47-16.71  -1.03
LS
H(TOFM)
SVM[22]
-7.54
-7.76
46.67
47.57
-21.98
-22.49
-30.47
-30.84
-1.95
-2.00
Hc(TOFM)
TOSM[13]
SVM[10]
FY[10]
-24.18   95.50
-22.30   90.50
-25.92   102.35
-25。94   102.39
- 4.67
-55.71
-55 23
-61.32
-54.55
-68.32
-4.09
-2.53
-4.71
-4.72-55.26 -68.35
interaction energy for the deuteron, 3H and aHe. We do not include the Coulomb energy
in this comparison. Although very small, we add other configurations of D-wave state
including a f2 function for ilu : nz or ca Jacobi coordinates in the calculation for
this table. The present result is compared with the rigorous calculation. The results of
various other few-body methods are essentially the same as the SVM result, and the
Faddeev Yakubovsky (FY) results as shown explicitly in this table [10]. As for 4He, we
also compare the results with TOSM.
We compare the TOFM result with the rigorous calculation for 3H and aHe. The
TOFM results are compared almost perfectly with the SVM results for 3H. The good
reproduction of the calculated result reminds us of the importance of the deuteron-like
tensor correlation. The total energy is 
-7.54 MeV and compares almost perfectly with
the rigorous result of *7.76 MeV. The tensor energy is 
-30.47 MeV as compared with
the rigorous calculation of 
-30.84 MeV. The large kinetic energy of 46.67 MeV is
related with the strong tensor correlation. It is also interesting to point out that the
central interaction provides a large fraction of attraction of 
-21.98 MeV and compares
nicely again with the rigorous value of 
-22.49 MeV. This comparison indicates that
the short-range correlation is also nicely described in TOFM. The TOFM is able to
reproduce the rigorous results for the A : 3 system.
As for 4He, we find that the total energy is 
-24.18 MeV which is close to the total
energy of 
-25.92 MeV of SVM and -25.94 MeV of FY. The central interaction en-
ergy of 
-54.67 MeV is quite close to those values (-55.23 and -55.26) of SVM and
FY. On the other hand, the tensor interaction energy of 
-61.32 MeV is to be compared
with 
-68.32 MeV of SVM and -68.35 MeV of FX which is about l0% smaller than
the rigorous results. Correspondingly, the kinetic energy of 95.53 MeV is about 5%
smaller and the spin-orbit enerry of 
-4.09 MeV is about 15 Yo smaller than the rigor-
ous results. Although the tensor interaction energy and the kinetic energy are slightly
underestimated, these two components largely cancel each other out to provide the small
difference of 1.8 MeV for the total energy.
From these results, we conclude that TOFM is good enough to use as an approxi-
mation in the variational calculation for the total energy. On the other hand, this model
can reproduce the rigorous results with more than 90Yo accuracy for the tensor correla-
tion, which are indicated by the kinetic energy and spin-orbit energy. We expect that the
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Table 2.3: Various energy components in unit of MeV with the AV8' interaction. In the
raw of double Ir. we use the l/r-functions into wave functions.
4He Energy Kinetic Central Tensor LS
TOFM
doubleろ[26]
SVNI[10]
-24.18
-25.71
-25.92
TOFM framework is able to provide good results for the total energy with a care that the
tensor correlation is about l0% underestimated for a few-body analysis beyond s-shell
nuclei.
We should now try to find the missing tensor strength of the TOFM approximation as
compared with the rigorous result and understand the physical meaning of the residual
10Yo for the tensor energy component. We therefore searched for configurations where
the missing strengths come from using the Gaussian expansion method of Hiyama et
at.1261.
We include double f2 functions explicitly in all the Jacobi coordinates as (/1, lz,lt) :
(2,2,0), (2,0,2), (0,2,2) of Fig. l. Of course we also include the H type configura-
tions with double )22 functions in the model space. We found that the inclusion of the
double Y2 functions in the coordinates brings most of the required energy. We show the
results of the inclusion of double 12 functions in the variation calculation in Table 2.3.
The total energy is now 
-25.71MeV the kinetic energy is 100.89 MeV and the tensor
interaction energy is 
-67.21 MeV. The spin-orbit energy is -4.66 MeV. These values
are essentially the results of the rigorous calculations. We found that the H type coor-
dinate contribute the most efficient configurations for the residual energy, which means
two deuteron like states generate the large tensor interaction.
The D-state in TOFM is directly connected with the,S-state by the tensor interaction,
and the tensor energy comes from the transition between the S- and D-states. On the
other hand, the double )Z2-state should be based on the D-state and the tensor energy
comes from the transition between the D state and the double Y2-state. Since the D-state
probability is about l}Yo in aHe, this additional contribution should be on the order of
l0%. If we want to improve the TOFM description, we are able to obtain essentially the
full tensor strength by having double I/2 functions in the variational wave function. Of
course, the full values are obtained by adding all the finite angular momentum compo-
nents in the variational wave firnction [L0,22,261.
As for the comparison with the TOSM calculation for 4He, the present calculation
of the energyvalue is betterthanthe TOSM result [3]. Large differences are found
in the matrix elements of the kinetic energy and the tensor interaction. Since both the
TOFM and TOSM wave functions take the state connected by one tensor operation, the
difference in these results should come from the methods of treating the short-range cor-
relation under the influence of the tensor correlation. This should mean that the TOSM
calculation can be improved by taking a more general UCOM correlation function. The
improvement of the short-range of ,S-wave in TOSM would refine the tensor interaction,
95.90   -54.67
00.89   -54.73
102.35   -55.23
-61.32  -4.09
67.21  -4.66
68. 2 -4.71
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Table 2.4: Various energy components in unit of MeV with the G3RS interaction.
Nucleus Energy Kinetic Central Tensor LS
deuteron -2.2816.48-7.29  -11.46  -0.00jH(TOFM)
SV「M[22]
-7.61
-7.73
39.82
40.24
-26.70  -20.69  -0.04
-26.80 -21.13  -0.03
4He(TOFM)-25.22
SVM[22] -26.05
-66.21  -43.66  -0.17
-66.24  -46.62  -0.13
84.83
8 .93
Table 2.5: Various energy components for the second 0+ state of aHe and 3H.
aHe Energy Kinetic Central Tensor LS
IIe O,-6.27  45.09  -21.24  -28.32  -1.79
'H g.s. 
-7 .54 46.67 -21.98 -30.47 - 1.95
because a large tensor interaction comes from the coupling S-wave and D-wave. Some
defect in the short-range correlation may be seen also in the LS component, which is un-
derestimated in TOSM. The tensor interaction induces finite angular momentum states
and enhances the LS energy [8]. Hence, the improvement of the tensor component
enhances not only the tensor interaction energy but also the LS energy.
To see the interaction dependence, we show the case of the Gaussian soft core po-
tential with three-rages (G3RS) in Table 2.2 [27]. G3RS is the bare NN interaction
model. Here, we drop the contributions of small L2 and LT12 tenns to compare with the
rigorous calculation. In G3RS potential, the tensof interaction is weaker than the case
of the AV8' potential. Hence, the tensor energy of the TOFM calculation is smaller
than that of the central energy in the same way of the rigorous calculation, and now the
agreement of TOFM with the full calculation is impressive.
We have calculated the second 0+ state in aHe. The excitation energy comes out to
be E":18.6 MeV with AV8' potential, which is to be compared with the experimental
dataof 20.2IVIeV. We show the energy and the various energy components of the second
0+ state and 3H in Table 2.5 . The calculated energy of the the second 0+ state 
-6.27
MeV and the triton ground state 
-7 .54 MeV are very similar, and all matrix elements
of the second 0+ state are very close to that of 3H. In addition the second 0+ state is
located near the 3H + n threshold (Ex:2}.lMreV) and the 3He + p threshold (tr: 19.8
MeV). Hiyama et al suggests the 0+ state has the loose 3N t N structure [28] and
our calculation of energy and matrix elements also indicate the 3N * N structure of the
second 0+. In fact in the description of the 0+ state, we need a more spatial basis than
that of the ground state, because of the inclusion of the 3N+N structure in the TOFM
wave function. From these results our TOFM calculation is enough to describe not only
the ground state but also the excited state for 4He nucleus and confirm the loose 3N+N
strucfure for the second 0+ state.
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2.4.2 Correlation function
It is very important to study correlation functions of the s-shell nuclei in order to see
the behavior of wave functions at a short distance. Moreover it is also important to
compare with the correlation function obtained by UCOM, the function form of which
is extracted from the short-range behavior of wave functions obtained with an effective
interaction as the Malfliet-Tjon potential (MT:V) [20]. The MT-V interaction has a
short-range repulsion without the tensor interaction [29]. We would like to calculate the
correlation functions in order to see the behavior of the wave functions at short distances
according to the description given in Ref. [39]. We define the correlation function as
cs,o(r) : fi | ar<vspl6(rr - 12 -r)lYs,a)
: fiFr,o16(l'r - rzl-r)lYs,o) .
4n [* drr'(cs(r)*cp(r)) :1 .
JO
Figure 2.4: Conelation function for S-wave and D-wave I
(2.21)
In the first line, the matrix element is obtained first by integrating out over all the spatial
and spin-isospin coordinates of all the particles. We then take the average over the angle
i of the relative distance vector r.
This correlation function has the normalization of
(2.22)
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Fig.2.4: Correlation function C5(r) of the S-wave component andCp(r) of the
D-wave component for deuteron (dash-dotted curve), triton (dash curve) and aHe (solid
curve) as functions of the relative distance r.
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Figure 2.5: Correlation function for S-wave and D-wave 2
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Fig.2.5 : Correlation functions Cs and Co for deuteron and triton are normalized to
those of aHe as functions of the relative distance r by fitting a peak of aHe. The
normalization factors are 1.3 I for deuteron and 1 .21 for triton in the case of S-wave
correlation function and 1.32 for deuteron and 1.57 for triton in the case of D-wave
correlation function. The notations are the same as those inFis.2.4.
The total correlation functions for s-shell nuclei have already been shown in Ref. [ 0,
3 I ]. We pay attention to the roles of the individual S- and D-wave components in the
correlation function and show the correlation functions for the S-wave C5(r) and those
for the D-wave Co(r).This separation of the correlation function was not performed in
previous studies [3 1, 39].
We would like to show the,S- and D-wave correlation functions C5(r) and Cp(r) as
functionsoftherelativedistancerofnucleonsforl:2,3 and4nucleiinFig.2.4. As
for the S-wave, we see a dip structure below I fm reflecting the presence of the strong
short-range repulsion. The magnitude of the peak is the biggest for aHe and smallest for
the deuteron, which reflects the size of these nuclei. The D-wave components are found
to be significant and similar among the three nuclei.
Since all the correlation functions among the three nuclei look similar, we normalize
the correlation functions to those of aHe and show them in Fig. 2.5. We see essentially
the same short-range behaviors below 1 frn for these three nuclei for both the ,S-wave and
D-wave components. Some difference among the three correlation functions appears in
the behaviors at large distanct) I fm), which reflects the size of these nuclei. The
radii of the three nuclei are 1/ Q2) : 1.95 fm for the deuteron, 1.78 frn for the triton and
1.52 fm for aHe. This is an important finding for the study of heavier nuclei. We have
to obtain correlation functions as those found here even for heavy nuclei to optimize the
role of the tensor interaction and the short-range repulsion.
We comment on the difference in the correlation functions between the TOFM and
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Figure 2.6: Conelation function for S-wave with AV8' and MT:-V potential.
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Fig.2.6: Correlation functions C5(r) for the ,S-wave component calculated with the
AV8' (solid curve) and MT-V potentials (dashed curve) for *He as functions of the
relative distance r. To compare the two correlation functions, we multiply 0.77 with
C5(r) of MT:V so as to match its peak value with that of C5(r) of AV8'.
the exact calculations. There is the correlation function derived from the SVM wave
functions shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 1221. By using the figure directly, we can compare
the result of TOFM with SVM. We see good agreement for the universality of the short-
range behavior below I fm, which is caused by the strong short-range repulsion. We
found that the tail part and amplitude of the peak of our results are changed from the
SVM calculation, because our calculation of the root mean square radius is slightly
larger than that of the rigorous SVM calculation. This is because the TOFM calculation
give the smaller binding energy than the rigorous calculation.
We would like to discuss here the improvement of the TOSM results where the
short-range conelation function is treated by UCOM. The function form of the central
unitary correlation function was fixed by that obtained from the correlation function of
the deuteron obtained with the MT-V interaction, and its validity in UCOM was checked
with several nuclei [20].
Hence, we calculate C5(r) in the few-body framework with the MT-V interaction [29]
for aHe and compare the result with Cs(r) of the AV8' interaction in Fig. 2.6. We see
quite a large difference between the two correlation functions particularly ata short dis-
tance (r < I fm). The short-range behaviors of the correlation function depend largely
on the properties of interactions. We comment here that the correlation function calcu-
lated in TOSM using UCOM for aHe agrees almost perfectly with C5(r) of MT-V shown
here [13]. It would be very interesting therefore to modify the correlation function in
UCOM in the study of heavy nuclei to improve the TOSM results.
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2.5 Summary of this chapter
We have formulated a tensor-optimized few-body model (TOFM) in the spirit of TOSM.
TOSM can treat the tensor correlation efficiently and can apply to the study of the
nuclear structure from the bare NN interaction for medium and heavy nuclei. Both
frameworks include the state connected by the one tensor operation. The TOFM wave
function contains the S- and D-wave components. The D-wave component is connected
directly by the tensor interaction with the S-wave component. Hence, the TOFM ap-
proximation makes not only the variational space much smaller than that of the rigorous
calculation, but also the extension is less elaborate for a larger mass system.
We have calculatedl :2-,3- and 4-body systems in TOFM and compared with the
rigorous calculations. As for A:3, the inclusion of the D-wave component in the ar1
coordinate provides essentially the same results as the exact calculation. This result in-
dicates that the D-wave component is enough to take care of the tensor interaction in the
3-body system. As forl :4,we again obtain goodreproduction of the rigorous results
for various energy components and conclude that the TOFM wave function can treat the
property of the NNinteraction, particularly the short-range correlation and the tensor in-
teraction, and can be used for the discussion of the few-body analysis for beyond s-shell
nuclei. On the other hand, TOFM slightly underestimates the tensor correlation, and we
found that the difference between TOFM and the rigorous calculation comes essentially
from additionalY2 components in the other p-n pairs. The inclusion of double Y2 func-
tions in the variational space using the Gaussian expansion method (GEM) brings the
total energy very close to the rigorous results with AV8' for 4He ;261.
We also compare the TOFM calculation with the TOSM one in aHe to investigate
what should be done to improve the TOSM framework. We note the defect of TOSM
is the treatment of the short-range correlation in UCOM, and the modification of the
UCOM function form would improve the present TOSM result.
We have calculated correlation functions C5(r) and Cn(r) for A :2-, 3- and 4-
body systems. The short-range behaviors of the correlation functions for both the ,S-
and D-wave components are very similar among the three nuclei. These similarities
indicate that the short-range behaviors in the 
^S- and D-wave components are essentially
the same and should be reproduced even in calculations of heavy nuclei. We have
compared the S-wave correlation function C5(r) of the MT:V interaction containing
no tensor interaction and the corresponding one .if tn" AV8' interaction containing the
tensor interaction in aHe. We see quite a difference between these ,S-wave correlation
functions. This suggests that the short-range correlation function used in UCOM should
be studied further for the calculation in finite nuclei in the TOSM framework.
These results indicate that nuclei have large amounts of deuteron-like configurations
and it is important to take the deuteron-like tensor correlations in the nuclear wave
functions. The present study is very encouraging to extend our study to nuclei beyond
s-shell in TOFM.
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Chapter 3
Tensor optimized few-body model for
p-shell nuclei
3.L Tensor optimized few-body model for sHe nucleus
3.1.1 Unbound states of 5He
In the previous chapter we propose the tensor optimized few-body model and study the
s-shell nuclei. The results are very encouraging to extend our study of TOFM to nuclei
beyond s-shell. We would like to apply the TOFM framework to the p-shell nuclei.
Hence we challenge to investigate the structure of 5He as the first p-shell nuclei.
It is well-known that there is no bound state with the mass number 5 and 8, which
are also the most important nuclei for the understanding of nucleosynthesis processes to
the construction of nuclei beyond the s-shell. Then we have to understand the structures
of five-nucleon system as the first stage of the p-shell nuclei. It is also considered to be
essential that we should understand the unbound system of 5He with the object of the
relations between the NN interaction and the development of nuclear structure from the
s-shell closed nuclei aHe.
We show the energy diagram of mass number l:5 nuclei 5He and 5Li in Fig. 3.1 .
Since sHe and sl-i are the mirror nuclei, both structures are very similar and we focus
on 5He in this study. 5He has two low-lying p-wave resonances withJn :312 and
Jft : I 12- . The ground state of 3 f 2- is a very nanow resonance with the energy peak
at about E" : 0.8 MeV and the width of about 0.6 MeV, while the excited state of I 12
is a broad resonance with energy peak at about E, : 2.1 MeV and the width of about
5.5 MeV [33-35]. These differences of structures in two resonances between 3 f 2
andll2 are confirmed in the analysis of the phase shifts of the n-4He scattering [34-
361. As shown in Fig 3.2,the3f2- state gets a larger attraction thanthe lf2 state.
Hence it is interesting to shed light on the double splitting structure arisen from the NN
interaction in two states, and to find how the 5He structure changes from aHe by adding
one outer nucleon.
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Figure 3.1: Energy level diagrams of )He and )Li.
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Figure 3.2:″■4Hc elastic scattering phase shit in Ref[36].
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Figure 3.3: Calculation of the phase shifts for n-aRe scattering in GFMC [37].
3.1.2 Previous studies and purpose of this chapter
Firstly we would like to overview some previous studies on 5He. Only the Argonne
group succeed the reproduction of the n-aHe phase shifts using the NN interaction
as the ab initio calculation, where they added a three-body interaction to the bare NN
interaction of AVl8 [37,38]. Fig. 3.3 represents the theoretical calculation worked by
the Argonne group. A light blue dotted line with diamonds shows the result of the
phase-shift without a three-body force, while the red dotted line with points and blue
dotted with squares are the results including a three-body force. The difference between
red and blue curves is obtained by using the different three-body forces of Illinois or
Urbana type. The black line is the R-matrix calculation corresponding the experimental
data. Their study indicate necessity ofthree-body force to reproduce the phase shift for
312- and I 12- , and makes the double splitting well. Other ab initio calculation of sHe
without a three-body force also discusses the shortage of the attraction for 312- 1391.
Howeveq it is not clear why the three-body interaction acts larger inthe 312- state than
the I 12 state. Hence there are still problems remaining, and it is important to study the
doublet splitting structure of sHe. In addition, it can be seen the doublet splitting using
only the two-body interaction in Fig. 3.3. We should investigate how the differences
between 312- and lf 2- are made by the coupling of aHe with a last neutron. These
points ware not clarified in Ref. [37] .
Therefore our purpose of this study is to perform the five-body calculation with the
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NN interaction and to discuss the difference of structures between 3/2 and I 12- states.
Thus we have to develop our TOFM framework for p-shell nuclei. Since we also focus
on the tensor interaction, we would like to discuss the role of the tensor interaction in
5He.
The role of tensor interaction in 5He have been discussed at an early stage in the
study of the nuclear physics l40-.4.3l. Terasawa and Arima performed the pioneering
shell model calculation with configuration mixing, where they treated the tensor force
perturbatively. They suggested that the internal excitations of aHe induce a Pauli block-
ing effect in 5He. Besides, the studies of p-shell nuclei with open TOSM have also
shown that a pn pair correlated by the tensor interaction in aHe are blocked selectively
by a last neutron with the prp occtpation, which causes a Pauli blocking effect [16,l8].
Therefore it is important to treat the tensor interactions acting ona pn pair in aHe and
a pnpair between a last neutron and a proton in aHe. We investigate the behavior of
coupling between aHe and a last neutron, and also the difference of two resonances of
312- and I f 2- states quantitatively using a few-body method.
3.2 Formulation of TOFM for sHe
3.2.1 TOFM for nuclei beyond s-shell nuclei
We would like to explain how to describe the p-shell nuclei schematically by taking
5He as an example in the TOFM approximation. In order to describe the negative parity
state, we add a p-wave function and take a I! function in the last Jacobi coordinate in
the TOFM basis state. Therefore. the TOFM wave function for 5He is written as
IΨ)= IΨs+P)+IΨDttP), (3.1)
where the lY51p) state consists of four s-wave functions and one p-wave function for
5He. For heavier p-shell nuclei, we add more p-states as (A-4) P-wave functions. On
the other hand, the IYo+p) state is defined as the 'D'-wave state, which is directly
connected with the S+P- state by the tensor interaction. In the above wave function, we
have to take the full antisymmetrization for all the 5 particles, which is a tedious work.
In the same manner as the s-shell framework, the TOFM wave function of Eq. (3.1)
corresponds to the open TOSM wave function,
lY) : \,ls1OpOll;,to) +Zto,lrplh;k1) (3.2)
+2Ap,l2P2h;k21,
k2
where the states l\p\h;knl are the 0p0ft shell-model state. The configurationllplh;k1)
and l2p2h;k2) are the lplh and 2p2h state with various radial components for particle
state and involve high momentum components.
3.2.2 Formulation of the TOFM wave function
In this section we would like to consider a formulation of the TOFM wave function
for 5He nucleus in more detail. As shown in Eq. (3.1), the TOFM wave function is
た1為
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Figure 3.4: The S+P-wave and D *P-wave functions for the TOFM framework
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Fig. 3.2.2: The S+P-wave lYs*p) and D-wave lYp) functions for the case of 5He in
TOFM is shown. In the,S+P-wave the TOFM wave function takes a 11 function for
the last coordinate, while the D I P-wave function has aY2 function for each Jacobi
coordinate and a Yt function for the last coordinate.
constructed by the linear combination of S* P-state and D*P-state. Following the
condition in Eq. (2.4),the components of the S+P-waves and the D+P-waves can be
connected by the tensor operator of ,S12,
(Ψs+PIS121YD+P)≠0. (3.3)
Since the,S+P-wave function does not include 12 functions as shown inFig.3.2.2
(a), the tensor operator does not act in the matrix elements between the S * P-wave
functions.
(Y5*plS12lYs+p) :0 . (3.4)
Hence the.S+P-wave function takes spin channels which does not have a finite matrix
element for a tensor operator 512, We would like to define the S+P-wave component in
this manner.
Fig. 3.2.2 shows the TOFM model for 5He with the Jacobi coordinate of five par-
ticles system. A new additional Jacobi coordinate (xa) conesponds to the coordinate
between the center-of-mass for aHe and the fifth particle coordinate. We take a p-wave
function (I!-function) in this coordinate. Regarding the D *P-wave state, we take )21-
function in the same coordinate of x4 and also add a Y2 function in some Jacobi coor-
dinate like aHe case. The rightest figure (e) means that the 11 function couples withY2
function in the x4 coordinate to make the total angular momentum Z. Furthermore we
know from the results of aHe that the most efficient )22 configuration is operated on the
xl coordinate for the D*P-wave to couple with the S+P-wave by the tensor opera-
tor. Hence these superpositions between the S + P-wave and the D + P-wave form the
deuteron like state and generate large tensor correlations in nuclei.
Next we discuss the detail of the S + P-wave and D * P-wave components. It is
necessary for both wave functions to take into account antisymmetrizations of the all
particles including spatial and spin-isopin parts.
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We denote the Stt P―wave as,
Ns+P
IΨs+P)=ΣC +ゞP皮/1[ぃ(■sttP,X)‰(σ lJzr(τ))・
J=1
The isospin inction is,
ル(τ)=[[[lχ」(τl)×χ:(つ)]r12×χ:(■)]423χ:(2)14234χ:(Ъ)]′・
Here the total isospin is′=:。And also the spin imction is,
‰(σ)=[[[[χ:(q)×χゥ(0)ls12×χ:(Q)]s123χウ(C4)]s1234χ:(銚)]s・
We should take the total spin s to make the total spin -/ for 5He by coupling with the
angular momentum Z. Since the,S+P-wave state has the condition in Eq. (3.4), it
qualify the the total spin 
" 
as |.
Moreover the spatial part of the wave function is described by using the correlated
Gaussian base,
賣ム轟⇒=ev←抑鉾→口4XO・ (3.8)
The definitions of the correlated Gaussian function iAssx and the global vector ffx
are same as we mentioned in the s-shell study. Since the S+P-wave state takes a I!
function for the last coordinate of x4, we fix the global vector as frx : x4.
On the other hand. the D * P-wave function is written as the same manner of the
S+P-wave case.
卜「 DttP)=Σぽ
十P′/1[ψ乞(■DttP,X)‰(σ刀ブル (τ))・
′=1
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.9)
Here this wave function has total angular momentum L and spin s to make total spin of
5He for J:312 or lf2, and isospin t is l12. We require the enormous model space
for the D + P-wave function. Hence it is important that we choose efficient configura-
tions to obtain large tensor correlations involving high momentum components. Then
we prepare fwo types of D * P-wave states. One type is constructed by choosing the
configuration with the spin and angular momenta like the D-wave function of aHe,
lvr(Ao*p,x)lz,(o)1,. : llvrn,@))o xlvtx+("r)lr], (3.10)
: ){li )r," llvzvrJ rt'+o+r, x) x lx, o@) x r( o, )1,],L.s
In the first line, four-body system corresponding to 4He, takes the angular momentum
of 2 and the spin s4 for the same as a 4He spin of 0, and the last nucleon has a 11
function and a spin to make the total spin of J . ln the second line, we work out the
recombination between angular momenta and spin functions. Here we take a spin wave
function Xra(o) as the spin function with s4:2 in Eq. (2.6). Thus we determine the
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intermediate configurations of the angular momentum and the spin like aHe. (97)1' is
a nine-j coefficient and defined as
0げ〔 (3.11)
The other type allows us to take the remaining configurations, and the wave function
is written as
lvr(Ao*p,x)lZ"(o)l"r:llvzvtlr(AD+p,x)x7"(o)lr. (3.12)
Here the total angular momentum L and the spin s can be chosen to construct the total
spin of-I.
The spatial wave functions in Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.12) have the two angular compo-
nents of 12- and Ir-functions, and so we express those by using the double global vector
description in Ref [22],
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ly2Vllあ出⇒=∝p←抑舛→陥颯あ瑚″・
Hcreち(クlx)andム(夕2X)are S01id sphe五cal ha11.loniCS
(3.13)
(3.14)えν(夕x)=|夕xlιttν(夕X)・
Since we take the Ir function in the x4 coordinate, the global vector fi2x is fixed as
it2x: xa. Another global vector fig can be selected in the coordinate of x1 or x2 or x3
or x+, which we know the most efficient coordinate obtained by the tensor interaction is
the x1 coordinate.
3.2.3 Variational calculation with the radius constraint Hamilto-
nian
We perform the variational calculation for five-body system. The five-body Hamilto-
nian is given in the same form as Eq. (2.1l), and the two-body NN interaction is AV8'.
In this calculation it is not enough to obtain a sufficient affraction for a construction of
resonance states of 5He, because we do not introduce the effects of three-body interac-
tion. However we would like to find the characteristics of 5He structure induced bv the
two-body interaction.
We employ the Stochastic Variational Method for the variational calculation in the
same manner done for the s-shell study. The variational parameters of l51p and Ao+p
are determined randomly, where the only guideline of determination for these parame-
ters is to search the best parameters by trial and error in a direction toward the minimum
of energy. In the case of unbound system such as 5He, this method continues choosing
the variational parameters to reach the energy of 4He+n threshold. Consequently, we
have to prevent 5He from breaking into aHe+n in the process of variational calculation.
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In this study we would like to propose a method of taking a constraint on the radius
in the total Hamiltonian. The radius constraint plays a role in restraining the large size
of 5He. Then we have to solve the Hamiltonian in this way.
fr:H+).i2, (3.15)
where .1, is an appropriate value in unit of MeV l-f*2, and the P is aradius operator,
〆=tilけり生 (3.16)
We can obtain a true energy for the original Hamiltonian H by taking away the matrix
elements of the radius constraint.
E=(■)一λ('2) (3.17)
If we take the large value of ),, the 5He wave function is treated to be bounded
at the small radius. If we take the small 1,, 5He has the large radius. Therefore we
understand this constraint seems to correspond to the harmonic oscillator potential. We
can provide with the energy of unbound state by giving a suitable value of l, and discuss
the structure of 5He at a fixed radius.
3.3 Numerical results
In this section we present the numerical results for sHe with TOFM framework. We
obtained the energy at a certain radius by introducing the radius constraint in the total
Hamiltonian. The calculated results of 5He are shown in Fig. 3.3 , where the energies
are measured from 4He ground state for two resonances 3 f 2- and I 12 as the l, value
of the radius constraint. The red dot line denotes the results of the 3f 2- state and, the
green one is the lf2- state. We reproduce that the ll2 state is located above the
3 f 2- state for almost whole region of ,1,, which is consistently with the experimental
situation. The strengthening of the constraint by increasing ,1, makes a 5He bound state
with a compact radius.
The calculated results of 5He with a small value of ,?, have a large radius, for ex-
ample, the radius is about 3.3 fm at A, :0.0 MeV/fm2 , where we cannot express the
difference of two states in 312- and | /2 . These structures of sHe do not have a cor-
relation between aHe and the last neutron. and seem to have the same structure of the
isolated aHe ground state due to the separation into the subsystem of 4He+r in the un-
bound system. On the other hand we can see the energy difference in two resonances
increases in the large value of 1,, for example, the radius is about 1.8 fm at,l, :0.10
MeV/fm2 . At this small radius region near 4He, the effects of the coupling between 4He
and the last ndutron give rise to make the difference of the structures in two resonances
of 5He.
Therefore we would like to analyze the matrix elements of 312- and, | /2 states
at the region of small radius, and clarifu the roles of tensor interaction in the first stage
of the p-shell nuclei. Table 3.1 represents the calculated results of the radii of 5He
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Figure 3.5: sHe energies measured from aHe for two resonances of 312- and I 12-
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and various energy components of 5He with the difference from that of aHe in TOFM
shown in Table 2.2. We compare the structures of 3 f 2- and L 12- states, by fixing the
radius atA,:0.10MeV/fm2. Itisfoundthatthe 3f2- state exhibitsthelargertensor
matrix element than the case of I f 2 state, which provides the larger enhancement of
kinetic energy in3l2- . These tendencies seen in the tensor and kinetic matrix elements
are also found in the study of TOSM [ 8]. In the TOSM calculation, the occupation
of hp in the I f 2- state disturbs the internal excitation of 4He, and induces the Pauli
blocking effect. This blocking effect is, on the other hand, very weak in case of the
3 f 2- state of 5He due to the large occupation of the ptp state of last neutron in sHe.
From these results the tensor interaction plays important roles to create the different
structures in two resonances. The central interaction of 312 is also larger than the
I f 2- case because of the smaller radius of 1.8 fm in the 3 l2 state than the 1/2- case.
With respect to the Z,S interaction, the difference of the ZS interaction acting on P-wave
orbital makes an opposite sign of 312 and I 12- .
Putting all these differences of components together, the energy of 312- are lower
than the I f 2- case, which results in the doublet splitting energy of the p-wave reso-
nances. It is also found that the total attraction between aHe and the valence-nucleon
are suppressed larger inthe I l2 state than in3l2- state, which brings a more unbound
nature as the resonance in ll2 . The total energies and the splitting energy of two
states are not enough in comparison with the experimental situation of 5He. One of the
possible reasons is due to the absence of three-body interaction. Nevertheless we can
understand how the two-body NN interaction generates the p-shell structures from the
double-closed shell of aHe by adding one nucleon.
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Table3.1: Variousmatrixelementsandconstraintradius inthe312- andl/2 statesof
5He.
He(Ju ) Energy Kinetic Central Tensor ZS RadiusIfm]
3/2~
1/2~
5。12
5。70
18.00
13.68
-7.49
-5.47
1.80
1.90
-4.30  -1.08
-2.92  0.34
Table 3.1 : Various matrix elements measured from those of the aHe sround state.
Energy and other components are given in MeV.
3.4 Summary of this chapter
In this chapter we give the framework of the p-shell TOFM, and apply it to 5He as the
first stage of p-shell nuclei. It is well-known that 5He has no bound state and has a
p-wave doublet splitting of 312- and ll2 states. There are characteristic difference
between two states in a n-aHe scattering phase shifts. The previous studies succeeded in
the reproduction of this phase shifts and have indicated the importance of the three-body
interaction in 5He. However the relations between the bare NN interaction and nuclear
structure of p-shell has not been discussed well in previous studies so far.
In this study we investigate how the NN interaction acts in the unbound states of
5He structure and determines the coupling behavior between the aHe nucleus and a last
neutron. In particular we focus on the difference of two resonances from the point of
view of the role of tensor force. We propose a method of the variational calculation
with respect to the unbound states by adding a radius constraint in Hamiltonian for
unbound system. This method enables us to discuss the 5He structure as the unbound
state by fixing the radius. We can apply this approach to any unbound system. As for
the framework of TOFM in the p-shell nuclei, we describe the negative parity states by
adding a 11 function in a last Jacobi coordinate. We perform the five-body variational
calculation using TOFM for 312- and I 12- states of 5He.
We obtain the structure difference between 312- and | /2- by constraining the sys-
tem at a small radii, where the3l2 state is located lower thanthe lf 2 state. Further-
more we find that the tensor force in 3 f 2 are enhanced larger than in I 12- as well as
the kinetic energy. This tendency is thesase as obtained in the study of TOSM for the
p-shell nuclei, and therefore, we understand that the Pauli blocking effect generates the
difference of tensor force contributions in two states of 5He. Then the various matrix el-
ements of 312- state enhanced larger than I 12 , which makes the energy of the doublet
splitting.
From these results, it is important to investigate the roles of tensor force in the
structures of p-shell nuclei beyond the double closed s-shell nucleus of aHe. As was
discussed in the previous study, it is also important to take into account the three-body
interaction. Flence we encourage not only to develop the TOFM framework for heavier
p-shell nuclei, but also to deal with the effect of three-body force in our framework,
which would be given in the next section.
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Chapter 4
The explicit treatment
excitation in nuclei and the role of
tensor interaction
4.1 The importance of A degree of freedom and purpose
of this chapter
The two-nucleon interaction models such as AVl8 are constructed by fitting the two-
nucleon scattering data and the deuteron properties. It is well known that the nuclear
binding energies by using NN interaction are less than the experimental values. The
shortage of the energies has been handled by means of the effect of three-body inter-
actions phenomenologically, and it has been possible to reproduce the various binding
energies and energy levels of light nuclei by adding these interactions [3, ] 1,12,50]. The
amount of the three-body force is typically about l0o/o 
- 
20o/o of the total energy, and
these attractions become enlarged as the mass of nuclei become large. It is therefore
important to discuss the effect of three-body force on the nuclear structure and reaction.
A meson-exchange model for three-nucleon force was proposed by Fujita and Miyazawa
[44] .lt is a three-nucleon interaction due to the second order pion-exchange, where the
intermediate nucleon is excited to the P-wave A resonance as shown in Fig. 4.1. The
Figure 4.1: Fujita-Miyazawa type three-body force
???
?????
?
???
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Figure 4.2: The diagonal NN, NA and AA channels.
NN channelNAchannel AAchannel
△(1232)isobar has spin 3 and isospin 3.HenCC the△(1232)pla.yS an impo■ant role
to generates the i●.1.lediate―r nge airaction treated as the three―body force.On the
basis ofthe Fttita―Miyazawa type,the series ofthe Urbana and 11linois models are con‐
structed by including h〃o―pion and three―pion exchange te.1.ls.TheSe interactions have
been developed as well as other three―body models[4549].HoWever these models are
phenomenologically constructed by ntting the obseⅣed bindi g e ergies and the nu―
clear denSities Of light nuclei,where the treatment of the△excitation is effective for
the desc五ption of the only nucleon spacc. It is not clear the direct relation be●〃een
the threc―body force and the△resonance.Hence we would like to introduce explicitly
△(1232)degrees Of freedom as well as the nucleon space to describe the nuclei.Wc
study the origins of the three¨body force from the two―body force including the△res―
onance. Moreover it is important to develop the explicitly treatinent of A for various
many―body framewcprk.
To deal with the two―body interaction including explicitly△degrees offreedom,we
have to extend the model space of′いヽrinto ArAr,N△ndΔZゝchannels due to the consid―
eration of the transition between Ⅳ and△(Ⅳ⇔ △).W  shOw some examples ofドヽ ,
Ak,and△△ iagrams in Fig.4.2. The model space extremely enlarges by including
the△degrees of freedom in companson with the only ArAr space,and it is hard to ex―
tend the franlework with the aH conngurations exactly in larger inass nuclei. Hence it
is good idea to apply tensor optinlized few‐body lnodcl(TOFヽ4)tO thiS problem.In the
TOFM framework,the most important conngurations to obtain the strong tensor corre‐
lation treat in the model space,and it can makes the variational calculation efnciently.
In particular it is important to pay attention to the roles of tensor force caused by the
transitions be"veen iV and△. Because the tcnsor force induces high momcntulln com―
ponents about 500～600 MeV/6,it WOuld be p6ssible to provide a large tensor force
through thc excitation of the nucleon into the△state,although the large mass differ‐
encc of△(1232)from the nucleon is about 300 NIleV Therefore we have to investigate
the reasonable conngurations to generates large tensor correlations so as to develop the
treatment of△in the framework of TOFM and TOSM.In the study ofthree¨and four―
bodiゝt would be important to make clear the effects of phenomenological three―body
force in many‐body system by starting from the Ns―body interaction including the△
degrees of freёdom.
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4.2 The two-body interaction with A degrees of freedom
We need a two-body interaction with A degree of freedom. We start to use the Argonne
v28 model which is developed by Wiringa et al [51]. In Ref. [51], Wiringa et al pre-
sented the NN interaction with and without L(1232) degrees of freedom, Argonne v14
(AVl4) and v28 (AV28) model respectively. Here it is important to introduce the con-
stitutions of NN interactions of AV28 together with AVl4, because we should know
the roles of A degrees of freedom and what new ingredients are necessary in TOFM to
describe the N +-+ A transitions.
Firstly we note that the AV14 potential is constructed in the same manner as AV8'
and AVl8 potential. In fact the potential has the three radial components: the long-range
OPE part vn and phenomenological intermediate-range and short-range part v7 &nd v5,
and is written as a sum of 14 operator components,
where the operators are
op-t't4 : l,ti' ri,o;' oit@i o)(ri' \),Sii,SiiG,' r),(Z's),(Z's)(z; rM.2)
L' (t,' r), L2 (oi . o), L2 (ri . T) @i . o), (L . 82, (L . s)2 (ri . r) .
These operators have the same structure as Urbana model [52] and Paris potentials [53].
Thel/o contributes to the terms of (q oi)$i.ci) and SiiGi. z;) operators, and is formed
by the usual Yukawa and tensor function,
Ⅵ生ヴ=Σ卜発しヴ)十 (ゞrヴ)十ブar″湖c,
′=1,14
V″賓→=1争制チい―め
ザ0=酔制[十ル+百;ァ1警い一√芍,
with coupling constant,
(4.1)
(4.3)
(/急rⅣ/4π)=0.081 (4.4)
operatot and the cutorpammeter θおtaken c=2ル2.The mtemedatc¨rangeイand
short―rangc lイare giVen by the square oftensor hnction and the Wood―Saxon function
phenomenologicaHy, and the parameters in these functions are detelHlined by ntting
the nucleon‐nucleon scattering data and the deuteron properties. The nrst 14 telllls of
the AV18 potential is the same constluction ofthe AV14 potential. AV18 has also the
additiona1 4 telllls of the charge―dependent nd charge―asymmetric, and the electro¨
magnetic Potential te11.ls.
On the other hand,the AV28 potential allows the delta cxcitation. It contains the
ッ14 part forハ「ハr channel and adds the operators of N△and△辺L ch nnels to represcnt
all possible processes with πハ√△and πΔ♂L vertices.All processes ofthese channels are
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Fig。4.3:Thc diagrams represent thc hvo_body potential ofthe AV28 model.Thin
solid lines denote nucleons,thick lines denote ztt rcsonances,and dotted lines are the
pion exchange.′denotes the numbering ofoperator types.
expressed by 28 operators.Fig.4.3 shows all processes including the delta excitation in
the same order ofthe Ref.[51],
V28,ヴ=Σ[蝙(rヴ)+イ(rヴ)+イ(r″)]て郷・      (4.5)
′=1,28
The Aいrchamels ⑫ =1-14)have 14 operators θl 14 Same as AV14 potential.
The transition process ofⅣ⇔ △is written as the kind ofoperators θ15,16,(217,18,θ19 20
and σ24,25,and shown as′=15-20,24,25 in Fig.4.3.Because the Ar←)△transition
changes both spin and isospin■om:t03,thOSC ttansition processcs involve aわV△
veiex whh a sph¨oヽsph ortenso■おosph operator and contribute only h tt pa■.Th
diagonal N△(´=21-23)and△△(″=26-28)charlllels correspond to the operator
猟´-23 andごろ6-28,and′=21-23,26-28 in Fig.4.3.These challlnels contribute the
π exchange operator and the central opcratorjust as in Eq。(4.5).
Here we show thc operators θ15-28 CXCept forittV chamcl,
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σ
`=15=  (q.ら
)(η・乃)十(島・り(■・η)        (4.6)
十(q.,D(η・り)+(1・%)(11・η),
cコ6= 畔)lTI・つ+騨
“
り
十理PI(■・げ)十畔】(11・η),
c=17= 6.ら)(■・■)+鮮・可)(写†・げ),
c=18= 導)(.・■)+導ソ(写†・イ),
C=19= い卜1)(4・イ)十げ・■)(写|・■),
c=20= 導)(η・イ)+鍔】(写†・■),
c=21= 1鳩.1.+14・1い
c`=22= (q.lD(■・0/)十(Σブ・彎)(a・η),
c=23= 導)(.・り+寸ソ(a.η),
c子
=24= (島.乃)(■・り+(Σノ・助)(0・■)
+(寸・Σ)(1†・ら)+(ΣJ・1)(a・げ),
c=25= 轟P(.・り十尋P(0・■)
十導)|(1†・り十可PI(a・イ),
c=26= 14.1街,
c多
=27= (Σ′.乃)(0・ら),
午X=等)輸・け
Here tt and η are the transition opcrators of spin and isospin from:to:states,
ΣJ and e ai the spin and isospin operators for a:state,and ltt and l△′ re the unit
operators for a nucleon and delta panide.The reduced matHx elemems of島(■)and
Σ′(a)are,
0哨=イタ山)=λ   ttD
暖1日|)=2編.
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We show various tensor operators s(2)-(7),
畔)=3(q.′ノ)lS/・り)一q・助,
導)=36・a)ls/・リー 島・ら,
等)=36・′J)叫・リ 島ー・尋,
導)=3(q・ら)の・リー q・助,
野)=31Sr・′00・々)一島・ら,
野)=3け′)の・リー Σj・助・
Wi五nga ct d assullned that■eⅣ⇔△transhionヽcaused only by the OPE蝙,
whne those m ie sh。■¨rangeイand intemedtte¨ngeイpart dOes not hclude ths
transition.For Ⅳ△and型L chamels,the operators ρ=22,23,27,28 cont五bute m蝙
u面t operators′=21,26 ofthe dagond Ar△and△chamds cont」n theイandィpart
in the central fbrce,these parameters are dete.1..ined to be the same as those ofthe unit
operator′==l fOr氏ヽ challnel.
The tt pai forms the same inctions in AV14 potential in Eq.(4.3)and the Only
dfFerenceおto change the couphng constants協△and ttM・Wi五nga c  J take■e
燿Ⅳ△Value by Chew―Low theory[54],
(″Ⅳ△/4π)=4(螺Ⅲ/4π)=0.324,
andthettM valucbythe quarkandstrong¨coupling models,
(″M/4π)=芸(″Ⅲ/4π)=0.00324.
Thus, the AV28 potential can express the A excitation process and enlarge the num-
ber of operators as compared to the AV14 potential. However the total number of param-
eters does not change in the AV28 potential. These short-range and intermediate-range
parameters for NA and AA channels are decided as the same value of the NN channel.
Then all phenomenological parameters should be determined to reproduce the experi-
mental data as in the case of the AV14 potential. They can reproduced the NN scattering
data for all channels of J < 5 and the deuteron properties.
4.3 Deuteron including the A excitation explicitly
4.3.1 Wave function of deuteron
First we wouid like to study the deuteron with AV28 potential. In Ref. [51], deuteron
properties are presented such as the binding energy and probabilities of the wave func-
tion components. However, it is also important to discuss the tensor and other matrix
elements, that are not shown in Ref. [51]. It is necessary to understand the roles of the
tensor force derived from the A excitation.
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
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Since the deuteron has a positive parity, total spin J : I and isospin T:0 (triplet-
even channel), the NA components are forbidden in wave function due to the isospin
coupling. Hence the deuteron wave function is written as,
ドリ=1)=IΨM→十IΨM)
The」ヽ「Ar wave fbnction consists ofthe S―wave and D―wavc component, ヽ
lt、)=13sl)+13Dl).
On the other hand the AA wave inction,which we call double delta state,is
lΨM)=13sl)十13Dl)十17Dl)+17Gl).
The state with spin S :2 in the AA wave function is forbidden because of the anti-
symmetrization. Then the deuteron wave functions of NN channel and AA channel are
obtained by the processes p : 17 ,18,26 
- 
28 in Fig. 4'3'
The two-body Hamiltonian is a sum of rest-mass and kinetic energy operators, and
two-body interaction,
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)〃=lal十“2~2″J+j夏2嘉~・″十‰2・
We take the nucleon rrass my:938.9 MeV and the delta particle mass mFl232MeY.
Hence we solve this coupled channel equation using the variational method of SVM,
where the variational parameters are given randomly. Here we explain which inter-
actions act on the NN and AA channels in solving the coupled channel equation of
deuteron. We show the operator number Oi interacting in two wave function compo-
nents in the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix of Table 4.1, where 0' conesponds to the
operator in Eq. (4.6) and (4.8) . For example, in the calculation of the matrix elements
between 3S(ltAf) and 3,S(NN), we have to consider the diagonal matrix elements with
the interaction operator from I to 4 (Ot-er. Moreover in the calculation of the matrix
elements between two AA states, the short- and intermediate-range and the one-pion
exchange potentials *isA 626-28 act on these states. On the other hand, in the case
of the transition process such as those between 3s1,nnr; and 3D(u), the ofldiagonal
matrix element consists of only the pion exchange potentials which are presented as the
operator number 617 't8 .
The matrix elements of the potential operators are calculated through the angular
momentum algebra. The result for spin-spin (isospin-isospin) operators is,
(s!si3ls1 .s2ls1s2s) : (-r;sr+si.'or" {i :? :l} Ulllrrll"r)(sills2lls2) ,
where s1 and s2 correspond to a spin (isospin) of nucleon and delta, or a transition spin
(isospin) operators.
We can also calculate the matrix elements for the tensor operator,
\L'S(s'tsi)rlr2ls1 xs2l2lzs(s1s2).r) : (-l)r t '{r1 I {},t'rlYzllr)
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Table 4.1: The operator number of AV28 interacting in the wave function components
ofdeuteron.
NN) ,O(lr M AA 7G(Δム)
°S(Su)
3D(NNヽ
3s(∠v )ゝ
θ
θ18
ビヌ26,27
ィヌ28
0
θ
θ17,18
ク28
ビ226-28
ィヌ28
0
∂18
0
ィヌ28
ビァ26-28
θ5丁6  ク1 14
θ17   θ18
ク18  ´17,18
0    ∂18
3,7D(△△)
7G(ハ込)
4.3.2 Numerical results for the deuteron
We show the numerical results ofthe deuteron using AV28 potential for comparison with
AVl4 potential without A excitation. Since the AA channel has many components of the
wave function, the model space and the basis function become much larger than those
of the tr/N channel. Table 4.2 represents the total energy and various matrix elements,
and the probabilities of wave function components with AVl4 and AV28. The third line
means the matrix elements obtained from the NN space with AV28.
The total energy almost reproduces the experimental deuteron binding energy for
both the AV14 and AV28 potential. In Table 4.2, it is shown that the results of the
kinetic energy, central force, and tensor force matrix elements with AV28 in comparison
with those of AVl4, where the parentheses in the results of AV28 show the occupancy
of the NN space of the matrix elements. These matrix elements of two potentials are
significantly different owing to the inclusion of A excitation.
It should be noted that the tensor matrix elements give an extremely large attraction
of -35.3 MeV in the AV28 potential with the A degrees of freedom, which is about
twice that of -18.80 MeV in the AVl4 potential without A excitation. Then it is found
that the large contributions of the transition of nucleon to the A state amounts to about
30 Yo of the total tensor interaction. It is also important to see the large kinetic energy
compensating the large tensor interactions. In case of AV14, the kinetic energy and
the tensor interaction cancel out each other to provide the small binding energy in the
same manner as AV8'. On the other hand in AV28, the kinetic energy cannot reach the
large attraction caused by the tensor interaction, instead, the central interaction acts as a
repulsion. As shown in AV28 of Table 4.2 and the Fig. 4.5, most of the kinetic energy
is caused by the NN space, and the contribution of the A space to the kinetic energy is
very small. This is because the probabilities of A state is less than 0.5 % which leas to
the small matrix elements.. These tendencies can also be seen in the matrix elements
of the central force and the mass difference from two-nucleon. The value of the mass
difference is presented as the label 'Mass' in Table 4.2 . Although the AA states have
the large mass difference about 600 MeV from NN states, these small probability and
amplitude contribute to the matrix elements only 3.09 MeV. Hence the tensor forces
derived from the A excitations generates high-momentum components without caring
much about 600 MeV mass difference of AA states in deuteron.
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Table 4.2:Calculations ofthe deuteron with AV14 and AV28
rH Energy Kinetic*Mass Central Tensor ZS Lz (LS)'
AV14
AV28
AV28oめ
-2.21    19.13
-2.25   20.87+3.09
19.45
-1.94  -18.80  0.36
8.77   -35.33    0.84
8.62    -25.42
3.07   -4.03
3.55    -4.05
P[%] SO卜｀I) Don)ヾ S(△) 'S(AA) /D(M)G(△)
AV14
AV28
93.93
93.31
6.07
6.16 0.040.04 0.02 0.42
Table 4.2 : The upper table shows the various energy, components in unit of MeV and
the lower one is the probabilities of the wave function for deuteron. We comparer these
results between AV14 and AV28.
Figure 4.4: The correlation function for each AA wave function components as the
function of the relative distance r.
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Fiqure 4.5: Calculated results of the deuteron with AVl4 and AV28.
30
20
10
20.87+3.09 Kinetic
+Mass
Central
Energy
-18。80
Tensor
8。77
-2.21
【???
】??
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0
-10
-20
-30
¨
“ AV14AV28
Fig . 4.5 : Various energy components for the deuteron with AVl4 and AV28. The
left hand side shows the results of AV14 and the right hand side shows those of AV28.
Those energy components are the kinetic energy plus mass difference in AV28, while in
AVl4 kinetic energy, central force, and tensor force. The dotted lines in AV28 means
the energy values given by the NN space.
We also study what kinds of the A states make significant contributions to the tensor
matrix elements. As shown in Table 4.2 and the AA correlation function in Fig. 4.4, the
the probability of the 7D-state is 0.42 o/o in partrcular larger than those of other states.
Hence it is found the tensor matrix elements generated by the transition into 7O(U)
from 3s(.ntr1tr) is the most important process. In comparison to the same D-state between
7D with spin 3 and 3D with spin l, it is also found that the tensor interaction prefer the
state which has the spin alignment.
Next. we discuss the differences of central forces between AV14 and AV28. As
mentioned above, in case of AV28 the central force acts as a repulsion together with
kinetic energy to counter balance the large attraction of the tensor force. Fig. 4.6 shows
the central potential in the spin-isospin channel, where we compare the difference be-
tween AV14 and AV28 triplet even channel (3E). In case of AV28, the attractive part is
extremely shallow in comparison with that of AVl4, and the central potential of AV28
is dominated the repulsive core. We can understand that these properties of the central
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Figure 4.6: The central potential for each channel with AVl4 and AV28.
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force affect on the repulsive contribution in the deuteron.. Also we show the distribution
of the central matrix elements as function of the distance in Fig. 4.7 ,where we can see
much larger repulsion comes from strong short-range repulsion in AV28 than in AV14
and AV8'. Thus" we find the additional of the A excitation in AV28 makes the central
force contribution rather repulsive.
Figure 4.7: The distribution of the central matrix elements as functions of distance r.
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Fisure 4.8: The distribution of the ZS matrix elements as functions of distance r.
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We would like to mention the ZS force, which has an opposite sign to those results
of AV8'. Both of the AVl4 and AV28 potentials provide the repulsive matrix elements
as shown in Table 4.2. We find that the reason of this difference in the potentials is
related to the radial form of the potential, that is, the Z.Spotentials of AV28 and AV14 in
the triplet even channel are opposite in sign to the AV8' ZS potential. We can see these
differences of the potential in the distribution of the Z^S matrix elements as the function
of the distance in Fig. 4.8 . We also have to consider the construction of the momentum
term including L2 and (IS)2 terms originated from the relativistic effects in the future.
4。4 Study of the AA and l/A channels in all two-body
systems
4.4。l  Preparation ibr a three‐body calculation
Frolln the deuteron results of thc prcvious scction,we conclude that the transitioll pro―
cesses ofハらヽr⇔△△generate the large tensor contribution. It would be important that
these deuteron like conflgurations including△states play a sign flcant role ofthe bind¨
ing energy in threc―body and larger mass systems.Hence we cxpcct the△△chall el,
cspeciany the 71)state,contributes to the tensor rnatl■x elements.
For a threc¨body systeln such as triton,we should be take into account all△chan―
nels,Skandzゝ△in the space ofthe wave inction,because the r==l isospin channel
combhedbytwo 3ヽoS●nぉperllntted.Itヽnecessaryゎperおm ie Ⅶittiond c非
culation for a thrce―body system with extremely large model space.In addition,we
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have to investigate the role of the NA channels and the tensor force from the transition
process NN +-+ NA in order to carry out the variational calculation efficiently. Hence
as a preparation for a three-body calculation, we would like to study the properties of
the effects of NA channel for all two-body systems, and bring out which states in AA
and NA channels are dominant to provide with the large tensor interaction through the
transition from the NN channel.
In a two-body system, there are four channels including the triplet even channel of
the deuteron, which are.
o Triplet-Even : L:even, S:odd, T:0
o Singlet-Even: L:even, S:even, T:1
o Singlet-Odd : L:odd, S:odd, T:0
e Triplet-Odd : L:odd, S:even, T:l ,
where we have to take care of the 7 : I channel for the NA state. Since these two-body
channels except for the triplet even are unbound, it is difficult to see the effects of the A
excitation in a phase-shift analysis.
Hence we would like to suggest a method to deal with these unbound states as the
bound states by using a radius constraint Hamiltonian, which we have used in the study
of sHe nucleus. It enables us to find out the energies and the matrix elements for the
unbound two-body systems. The Hamiltonian with a radius constraint given as,
″=lal+“2~2“o+′F2翡~・″+‰2+λ′2,
where,2 is the operator ofthe radius,and we can obtain the energy9
(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
We would like to estimate the various matrix elements for all-two-body channels with
the same radius in order to know which AA and.NA channels bring the large tensor
contributions.
4.4.2 Analyses of the two-body lE channel
We study the single-even (ln; channel for J:0 two-body system using the AV28 po-
tential. In case of the singlet-even channel, the wave function consists of the NN, NA,
and AA components,
IYJ_o)=IΨⅢ )+IΨN△)+IΨM),
E=(″)一λ(′2).
IΨNN)=1lSo)
IΨМめ =1lSo)十15DO)
IΨM)=15DO).
and then,
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(4.18)
Table 4.3: Calculated results of the lE channel with AV28
Radius [fm] Energy Kinetic+Mass Central Tensor ZS  LZ( S)Z
2.00
(」VⅣЭ
l.70
いヽ
1.40
いヽ
4.09
5。74
8.5
7.55+1.58
6.66
10.51+2.24
9.23
15.87+3.49
13.80
0.49   -5.54
0.37
0。90   -7.92
0.70
1.86  -12.37
1.55
Radius   ISoOヾ) 5Dw△) 's(aa) 5o1u;
2.00
1.70
1.40
99.56
99.37
99.37
0.34
0.49
0。75
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.09
0.12
0.19
Table 4.3: Thc uppcrtable shows various energy components atthc three di3brentrad五
in unit ofNIleヽl and the lower onc is the probabilities ofthc wave inction components.
We perfollll the varlational calculation with the radius constraint and sh6w the nu―
merical result in Table 4.3. We nx the radius at 2.00 fm, 1.70 fm,and l.40 fm,and
present the total energy and various rnatrix elements,and probabilities ofthe wave inc‐
tion components.
For the singlet―even challnel(lE),Since the Rヽwave inc ions consists of only
the S―wave component,there is no Zュ五2,and(ZS)2 matr破elements in this result.
We would like to point out the tensor interaction,where all the matrlx elements come
frorn the△excitation. As the radius become compact,the tensor rnatrix elements are
enhanced more together with the large kinetic energy. We investigated which state has
the rnost signincant role to bring the large tensor rnatrix elements.We ind thatthe inost
of the tensor interaction are generated by the coupling of the lS(MV)State with the
5Dぃr△)State,and also the 5Dぃr△)State has the most dominant pЮbability in he Ⅳ△
and△∠L components in Table 4.3. In the same experiencc of the deuteron calculation,
5D(ハr△)With the spin alignment S=2 madc by thetwo spin 3 and:,prefer the more
suitabL state t0 5D(△△)Wtth S,n■ot‐ahgnment by the師o sph:・ThC Hneic energy
and the small central inatrix elements are obtained byハんV wave inction component,
which is reflected in the smaH probabilities of N△and△△componen s. Fron■these
results,we conclude thatthe 5D statc ofthe N△channel is onc oft rnost conSiderable
state in the lI,channel.
4.4。3  Analyses ofthe two¨body l(〕channel
We deal with ihe singlet―odd challnel(10)fOrJ=ltWO―body system.Since the singlet―
odd channel has the isospin r==o,the SNstates are forbidden and,the wave inction
is written by the ArAr and zLΔ compo ents,
IYy=1)=IΨM→十IΨM),
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(4.19)
Table 4.4:Calculated results of l()channcl with AV28
Radius [fm] Energy Kinetic+Mass Central Tensor LS L∠ (IS)Z
2.00
0鳩
1.70
CD
l.40
0カつ
18.01
25.60
39.18
1.64
1.66
2.76
2.79
5.05
5.11
-0.45
-0.91
-1.69
0.06
0.11
0.20
16.57+0. 9
16.53
23.25+0.39
23.16
34.88+0。73
34.71
Radius [fm] 'P(NN) P(Z△ヽ) P(△)  DF(ΔΔ)
2.00
1.70
1.40
99.96
99.93
99.87
0.002
0.005
0.009
0.015    0.014
0.032   0.029
0.050   0.065
Table 4.4: The upper table shows various energy components at the three different
radii in unit of MeV, and the lower one shows the probabilities of the wave function
components.
where,
IΨハヮv)=IIPI)
IΨM)=IIPI)十15Pl)十15Fl)
(4.20)
We present the result in Table 4.4 . As the case of the singlet-even channel, the
radius is fixed at2.0,1.7, and 1.4 fm, respectively. The singlet-odd channel becomes a
quite unbound system in comparison with the triplet and singlet-even channels. This is
because the kinetic energy are much enhanced by the odd-orbital of the P-wave compo-
nent in the NN space. Also this P-wave cannot have the matrix element by the tensor
operator, then the tensor matrix elements are caused by the transition of NN into AA
state. However this contribution is very small and we can learn the tensor force acts in
the odd-orbital less than the even-orbital channel. Additionally we can understand this
small tensor interaction from the spin configurations, that is, ,I. tp and s,F states in AA
wave function is not suitable configuration due to the not-alignment of two spin. These
tendencies is seen in the small probabilities of the AA state in Table 4.4 .
In the analysis of the singlet-odd channel, we conclude that the states in this channel
give the small contribution to gain the total energy and play a minor role in many-body
system.
4.4.4 Analyses of the two-body 30 channel
We study the triplet-odd (3O) channel for J : 0,1,2. The wave function is written as,
ド今=o,1,2)=IΨ用い+IΨM)十IΨM),
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(4.21)
where for 
-/ : 0.
and for J=1,
IΨNN)=13PO)
IΨM)=13PO)
IΨM)=13PO)+17FO)
IΨハヮv)=13Pl)
1唆、 )ゝ=13PI)十15PI)+15Fl)
IΨM)=13PI)十17Fl)
(4.22)
(4.23)
and for J=2,
IΨM→=13P2)+3F2) (4.24)
lYrm) : f P2) +lspz) +13rz) + l5r2)
lyar) : Itpr) +1, pr) +l'rr) +l'rr) +1, nr) .
We show the numerical results for J :0 in Table 4.5 . Since the triplet-odd channel
also has the odd orbital, the kinetic energies enhanced largely. We pay attention to the
characteristics of the tensor energy in the results. We consider that the inclusion of the
7F-state in the AA wave function enhances the large tensor interaction from the 3P-
state in NN function. Also it can be seen that the tensor interaction acting on the states
between 3f1,rrn; and 7tr'(u) become large in the compact radius. The spin aligned
configuration of 7F-state with spin ^S: 3 is favored in the tensor interaction.
We also show the calculated results for J : I and J :2 inTable 4.6. As shown in
both tables, there is no special state to contribute in the tensor matrix elements, however,
the tensor matrix elements become large in the small radius size, which is caused by the
increase of the coupling between the NA and AA states. In .,/: 2 case the NN wave
function contains P and F-states which can be connected by the tensor operator such
as the S 
- 
D coupling state in the deuteron, however, the additional NA and AA space
do not enhance the tensor matrix elements. It is considered that it is difficult for the
odd-orbital configuration to obtain the tensor contributions form A states.
4.4.5 Summary for the analysis of two-body system
We have studied the roles of NA and AA states in all the two-body systems for the
preparation of three-body calculation. In the phase shift analysis it is difficult to discuss
the role of A degrees of freedom in the NN scattering states. In this study we carry out
it by constraining the size of the system at a fixed value. We would like to summarize
the results of four channels including the triplet-even channel for the deuteron below
o About AA state
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Table 4.5:Calculated results of30 chamel forJ=O with AV28
Radus[fm]Enetty Kheic+Mass Central Tensor LS Z2(ZS)2
2.00       14.46    16.62+0.32     0.71    -4.15   0.57  -0.03   0.41
(iVⅣつ 16.51       1.76    -3.37
1.70       20.07    23.18+0.60     1.27    -6.87   1.12  -0.07   0.82
(ハ:A0 22.99       1.37    -5.41
1.40       30.34    34.76+1.23     2.58   -12.44  2.49  -0.19   1.88
(力:ムの 34.32       2.76    -9.45
Radius [fm] rPOrN) jP(NA) 'P(A ) /F(AA)
2.00       99.92       0.04       0.0002    0.03
1.70       99.85      0.08      0.0004    0.06
1.40       99.70      0.18      0.0007    0.12
Table 4.5 : The upper table shows the various energy components at the three differ-
ent radii in units of MeV and the lower one is the probabilities of the wave function
components.
Table 4.6:Calculated results of 30 channel for J=l with AV28
Radius [fm] Energy Kinetic+Mass Central Tensor ZS Lz LSz
2.00       18.63    17.01+0.27      0.41      0.59    0.21    -0.009  0.13
(A「力つ               16.94       0.43     1.25
1.70       26.73    23.90+0.54    0.790.72    0.48    -0.02    0.31
(Ar力Э                23.74       0.81     2.06
1.40       42.04    36.20+1.33      1.78     0.58     1.34    -0.08   0.88
(ハr夕の                35.74        1.81     3.82
Radius lfm] 3P00()   3PSヽ)    5P(痰ゝ)  5Fu△) 3P仏△) 7Fに△)
2.00       99.92      0.0001        0.05      0.02    0.002    0.01
1.70       99.84      0.0003        0.10      0.03    0.004    0.02
1.40       99.62     0.0009        0.24      0.07     0.01    0.05
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Table 4.7:Calculated results of 30 challlnel for J==2 with AV28
Radius [fm] Energy Kinetic+Mass Central Tensor LS ZZ (LS)Z
2.00
(ハ「め
1.70
(Arめ
1.40
(Ⅳめ
16.71
23.84
36.84
0.51
0.53
0.79
1.03
2.12
2.21
-1.36
-0.65
-2.77
-1.25
-6.17
-2.69
0.32
0.71
1.77
16.75+0.29
16.66
23.83+0.61
28.62
36.54+1.40
35.99
-0.02  0.22
-0.04  0.50
-0.12  1.30
Radius[fm] 3P00ヾ) JFc¶N) jP(N△) うPw△) jF(Rゝ) jFw△)
R五面is[fm]3P(△△)7P(M) 3F(巫,7F(AA)7H(M)
0.0004
2.00
1.70
1.40
2.00
1.70
1.40
99.71
99.46
98.89
0.22
0.39
0.78
0.02
0.0007      0.04
0.0009 0.09
0.0008   0.009    0.006    0.01
0.01     0.02     0.01     0.02
0.04     0.05     0.03     0.05
0.0005   0.006   0.0002
009   0.015    0.006
0.002    0.03     0.02
Firstly the most important channel is the triplet-even channel for the deuteron.
The large tensor interactions come from not only the NN space but also the cou-
pling of the AA states. We find that the 7D1 state in the AA wave function play a
significant role in the N +-+ A transition. In other channels, we discuss the triplet-
odd channel (T:1). Because this channel has the odd-orbital, it is hard to take the
tensor matrix elements in comparison with the even-orbital channels, however,
we have to pay attention to the 7F1 state which is a preferable configuration for
the tensor interaction.
r About NA state
We should take into account for the NA state in only the Z : I isospin channel.
In the calculation of the singlet channel, we show that the sDs state is impor-
' tant, where the coupling 5O61 ,111 with lSs(NN) generates the large tensor matrix
elements.
In the study of all the two-body channels, we specify the efficient channels of the AA
and NA states to obtain the large tensor matrix elements. We should take into account
these configurations in the calculation of three-body system.
4.5 Triton including the A excitation explicitly
4.5.1 Previous study
In this section we investigate the triton including the A degrees of freedom. First, we
would like to overview two previous studies about the three-body calculation with the
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A excitation.
The Hannover group has developed a framework to treat explicitly A isobar state
in few-body nuclei, where they based on the CD Bonn potential [55-58], [5]. They
expanded the model space up to the excitation of a single nucleon to a A so as to treat
the additional A effect, and performed the coupled-channel calculation by using the
Faddeev method. This means that their framework can take the NA interiictions but not
AA interactions. Then, they showed that the reproduction of the triton binding energy
cannot reach the experimental data. Deltuva et al present the calculation results of the
binding energy, where a half of the rest energies from two-body force is gained by the
inclusion of the NA state. They mentioned the effects of double nucleon excitation to
two A are small due to the large mass difference of AA states about 600 MeV however,
we consider the shortage of this energy would be recovered including the AA state.
This is because in the deuteron study, we indicates the matrix element of the larger mass
difference reduces to small about 3 MeV and also the large tensor matrix elements come
from the AA excitation. Hence it is important to take into account the model space by
including the AA state.
The other one is Los Alamos group. Picklesimer et al studied the triton with A
degrees of freedom using the AV28 potential 159441. They work out the Faddeev
calculation and report that they cannot reproduce the triton binding energy in a series
of their study. However we point out their truncation of the model space, in which
they restrict angular momenta up to Z(NA),Z(AA) ( 2 so as to reduce the size of the
three-body calculations. This means that this model space does not take the G-wave
component of the AA function whose probability in deuteron is 0.04o/o, very small. This
contribution seems to be small. but we discuss how much their treatment is valid in the
next section.
Argonne group proposing the AV28 potential has moved into treating the A effect as
the three-body force in only the NN space without using AV28. We consider that this is
because the negative conclusion by Los Alamos group and, the A channel requires quit
a large configurations to calculate the wave functions of many-body systems. Therefore
it is a present status that the reproduction of three-body system has not been successful
so far by treating the explicitly A degrees of freedom. The relation between the phe-
nomenological three-body force based on the Fujita-Miyazawa three-body force and
the effects of A isobar has not been achieved from the microscopic view point. Hence
we try to accomplish the triton calculation without the truncation of AA and NA space
using AV28. This study is important to get the fundamental knowledge of the role of A
in finite nuclei, also to get the foundation of the effective three-body force.
4.5.2 G-wave effects of the AA state in deuteron
As was mentioned in the last subsection, Picklesimer et al reduced the angular momen-
tum up to I(NA),I(A ) < 2 in the calculation of triton. Therefore we would like to find
out the validity of this assumption and the effect of G-wave in the deuteron case.
As shown in Eq. (4.13),there is a 7G1 state in the AA wave function, which has the
small probability, 0.04 yo. The G-wave state can be coupled with the D-wave state by a
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Table 4.8: Calculated results of the deuteron with and without the G-wave component.
Energy Kinetic+Mass Central Tensor ZS (LS)Z
Fun
FulllV力つ
w/oG
W/OGαⅣつ
-2.25
-1.66
20.87+3.09
19.45
17.03+2.39
16.10
-35.33
-25.42
-28.29
-20.95
8,77
8.62
6.94
6.85
0.84
0.65
3.55  -4.05
2.75  -3.14
P[%] 'SCN卜T) 'Donヾ) 'S(M)jS(M)/D(z立ゝ /G(△△)
Full
w/oG
93.31
94.38
6.16
5.21
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.42
0.36
0.04
Table 4.8 : The upper table shows various energy components in unit of MeY and the
lower one shows the probabilities of each wave function components for deuteron with
AV28. The label " wlo G " means the results of G-wave ffuncation for the deuteron
wave function.
tensor operator, while it is not connected from the S-wave state by a tensor operator,
(YSIS121ΨC)=0
(YDIS121ΨG)≠0
(4.25)
Hence, we should see that the G-wave state gives the sizable effect on the deuteron bind-
ing energy and tensor matrix elements regardless of the small probability. We compare
two results with and without G-wave component. We show the results of deuteron with
the AV28 interaction in Table 4.8 and Fig. 4.9. The total energy without G-wave drops
down to 
-1.66 MeY which is not small. Furthermore it can be seen that all the matrix
elements vary dramatically as shown in Fig. 4.9. The tensor matrix elements is reduced
to 
-28.29 MeV versus the full calculation of -35.33 MeV, where the part of the NN
space is also small value of 
-20.95MeV. We note that the tensor matrix elements are
not negligible, which generated from the coupling of the D-wave of NN state with the
G-wave of AA state. The kinetic and central energies also change from 20.87 MeV to
17.03 MeV, ahd from 8.77 MeV to 6.94 MeV respectively. We found that the result
without G-wave effects on the probability not only for the D-wave of NN state but also
for the AA one. This means that the inclusion of G-wave improves the D-wave compo-
nent of NN state and the AA wave functions to provide the exactly total binding energy.
These roles of the G-wave enhance the tensor interaction as well as the kinetic energy
and the other elements.
From these results, we understand the contributions of G-wave component are nec-
essary to reproduce the binding energy. The role of G-wave should be important in the
three-body system. Hence it is suspected that suspect the validity of Z ( 2 truncation
is related to the M model space by Los Alamos group. We have to take care of all the
partial wave components of AA channel for the triton.
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Figure 4.9: Calculated results of the deuteron with AV28.
20
20。87+3。09 17.03+2.39Kinetic
+Mass
8.77
6.94 Central
Energy
-2.25 -1.56
-20.es(NN)
Tensor
-28。29
-20
-30
Fu‖ w/o G-wave
Fig. 4.9 : Various energy components for the deuteron with AV28. The left hand side
shows the full space of deuteron wave function and the right hand side shows the results
without the G-wave component. Those energy components are the kinetic energy plus
mass difference, central force, and tensor force. The dotted lines means the energy
values given by the NN space.
4.5.3 Framework of the triton calculation
We discuss the triton wave function including explicitly A excitation. The triton has spin
J : I 12 and isospin T : 112. The wave function consists of the N spaces, the single A
excitation space, and the double A excitation space,
IWy=1/2)=ドういⅣ)十IΨⅣ&v)十IΨMv).
30
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
【?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
-40
(4.26)
Although it is possible that the wave function has the triple A excitation (Y,r,rn), we start
with taking into account the A excitation up to double A states. Because it was reported
that the contributions of the IAA component are negligibly small, which is about few
keV in Ref. [62]. We may consider the AAA effects depending on the calculated results.
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Figure 4.10:Jacobi coordinates fbrヽys、Ⅳ,卜yⅣんv,andヽyⅣ△△.
N五 △ ▲ 朽
To solve the triton system, we perform the variational calculation, where the wave
functions are described as.
1唆m)=ΣCμVノ唸(■γⅣ,x)χttV(σ)ZМV(τ) (4.27)
Σげ△ノL(■瞥,⇒χ∬△(σ,動″V△にθ)
′
ΣC鈴ノL(■幹,X)χP(σ,Σ)χ″(τ,θ).
′
IΨⅣふv)
IΨぬ v)
We should take care the antisymmetrized operator for all wave functions. Of course the
NNN function should be taken into account the permutation of the three nucleons. On
the other hand the antisymmetrized operator acts on the only two nucleons in the NAN
function, and the two deltas in the AAN function. The spin and isospin functions are
expressed as,
χ∬Ⅳ
群
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?‐
?
?‐
?
?‐
?
?
?
?
?
×χ:(Q)Is12
×χ3(■)lS2
×χ3(Σ2)Is12
(4.28)
(4.29)
χ針 =
and
ノ=Lい)×為0月ゎ×為綺1′
が=Lい)×鳩0月ば為に1′
ノ=陽0)×為0月ゎ×為綺1′・
We show the Jacobi coordinates with vector x: (xr,x2) for each wave function
in Fig. 4.10. In the study of G-wave effect, we mentioned the importance of the G-
wave contribution to provide the exact deuteron binding energy. Hence it is important
to include the'angular momentum of /(NA) I 4 and qL ) S 4 in the vector x1. For
the spin and isospin wave function, there are lots of configuration in the NAN and AAN
states. However we have specified the efficient configurations in the NA and AA two-
body system to generate the large tensor interaction in the previous section. It should be
a good idea that we make a priority to taking these configurations in three-body system
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so as to obtain the convergence of energy early. Then we would like to perform the
variational calculation of triton with the AV28 potential, which includes all the processes
of the explicit A excitation with 28 operators as shown in Fig. 4.3. The total Hamiltonian
is given as,
″=い1+“2+“3~3“→十ぷβ嘉―■″十‰2+巧3+り. (4.30)
Wc have to detcrlnheぬe vaHa■ond parameters(■F,■瞥,A鉾)h Eq.(4.27)as the
same inanner of Stochastic Vanational 14ethod,Now the calculation is in progress.
4。6  Sunllnary of this chapter
Wc would like to treatthe e3bct ofthe three‐body forcein our framework such as TOFヽ1
and T()Shだto discuss nuclcar structures in a more quantitative way. Since the pion
exchange plays signincant roles in the transition between nucleon and△(1232)is bat
we develop the framework by treating thc△dcgrees of freedom explicitly in鋪√o‐body
correlation as the origin ofthree―body force.It is important to take into accollnt the only
reasonable conflgurations to obtain large tensor correlations for the difncuity oftreating
large model space of△excitation,which is suitable for the TOFM framework.Hence
we nrst examine the cftct ofthe△excitation in鋪√―body systems,and study the role
of△and the relation with the tensor interaction in many¨body system.
The師o―body potential with the△degrees of freedolln has already proposed by
Argome group,which is named as AV28。We work outthe rolo of△by using AV28.
First,we start froln the dcuteron. Since the deuteron has isospin 7=0,the△Zゝwav
mction should be added to theハ「ハr space, We have shown the deuteron results not
only for total energy and the probabilities ofthe wave mction component,but also for
the variOus energy componcnts of Hamiltonian.We can reproduce the total energy and,
obtain twice as large the tensor inatrlx elements in comparison with the AV14 results
which docs not include the△cx itation. This result shows that the Ar⇔△transitions
play signiflcant roles to enhance the tensor contribution. Hence we undcrstand that
the△Zゝstates have large effects on the nuclear structure by involving high―momentum
components thrOugh the pion―exchange,cve  if the largc mass difference of 600 NIleV
fronl●″o nucleon.
Second, we analyze all of the two―body chann ls with possible spin and isospin
to nnd outthe roles ofthe Rゝand othcr zゝΔ states. Except for the triplet―even ofth
deuteron channel,these channels folll1 0nly the unbound states. Thereforc,we adopt
the method of radius constraint for these systems to study various energy components
at a flxed radius. As a result,we nnd thatthe N△state in the singlet―ve  gencrates
the large tensor interaction by the coupling withハリV sta e,and the tensor interaction
enhance larger in the even―orbi al tha  in odd―orbital. NIIoreover we show that there
is a favorable△ZL connguration lor the tensor force in the triplet―odd channel. Tak ng
thesc points careilly into account,we should give a priority to include these important
challnels for the calculation ofthree¨body and many―b dy systems.
Next we start to deal with the triton calculation with the AV28 potential. The pre―
vious studies have not succeeded for the reprOduction ofthc triton energy by including
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the A isobar degrees of freedom. Then we note the importance ofthe ΔZL state and th
validation of the truncation of the model space related to△state, W  discuss the G)―
wave truncation ofthe M wave inction in the results of deuteron,and conclude that
the contl■bution ofthe C―wave is necessary to get the exact binding energy wiJh large
tcnsor interaction.From these results,we by to calculate the triton energy with the
variational inethod,where the model space needs a lot of conflgurations by addingハr△
and ΔZゝstates. We would like to develop the lriton calculation in telllls of the spirit of
TOFM.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Outlook
5.L Summary
In this section we summarize this thesis. We study the nuclear structure with bare NN
interaction, where the difficulty of treating the nuclear interaction is the presence of
strong short-range repulsion and strong tensor interaction. We state that the treatment
of the tensor force is essential for the treatment of the one of the pion-exchange force,
and review the effects of the bare NN interaction. As discussed using the results of
deuteron with the bare NN interaction, the tensor force is the necessary elements to bind
the nuclei, and also generates high-momentum components. In addition, it is necessary
to include the effects of three-body force in many-body system. It is hard to describe
these effects caused by the bare NN interaction in a conventional nuclear model by using
the effective interaction. In particular, we will make efforts to study high-momentum
components in finite nuclei. Hence it is important to understand the nuclear structure
with the bare NN interaction, and to develop the theoretical framework which can treat
the NN interacting directly in medium and heavy mass nuclei. We propose tensor opti-
mized few-body model (TOFM) to provide the foundation of the framework in terms of
few-body system.
In this study, we apply the TOFM to the s-shell and the p-shell nuclei. The physical
concept of TOFM comes from tensor optimized shell-model (TOSM) which is power-
ful method to study medium and heavy nuclei with the bare NN interaction. The two
methods of TOFM and TOSM can describe the deuteron-like tensor correlation bringing
high momentum components in finite nuclei. TOFM is the efficient and simple model
to obtain the tensor interaction using the few-body method.
II is shown that TOFM reproduces abott 95o/o of the total.binding energy and the
tensor contribution of the few-body results for the s-shell nuclei. The universal prop-
erties of the spatial correlation functions of the S- and D-wave components, which are
connected by the tensor interaction, are discussed among the s-shell nuclei. From these
results we conclude that TOFM is good enough to use as an approximation in the vari-
ational calculation for the total binding energy and the TOFM wave function can treat
the property of the NN interaction, in particular the tensor interaction. This study is
very encouraging to extend our TOFM framework to the nuclei beyond s-shell. We also
compare the TOFM calculation with the TOSM one in aHe to investigate what should
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be done to improve the TOSM framework. We note the defect of TOSM is the treatment
of the short-range correlation in UCOM, and the modification of the UCOM function
form would improve the present TOSM result.
We further extend TOFM framework to the p-shell region, such as sHe, and show
the TOFM results in case of 5He nucleus. We work out the variational calculation for
5He and discuss the structure difference between two resonance states 3/2 and Il2-.
In particular, we shed light on the roles of the tensor interaction in two states, such as
the Z,S splitting energy. On the other hand we learned the importances of three-body
force in the reproduction of the 5He structure. The effects of three-body force increase
as the nuclear mass number becomes large, and are not negligible to act on the nuclear
structure.
We further study the effects of many-body forces to take into account these effects
in our framework of TOFM and TOSM. We introduce the explicitly L(1232) isobar
degrees of freedom in two-correlation levels, which can be the origin of the three-body
forces via pion exchange. We find the additional NA and AA states generate large tensor
matrix elements, and change the various matrix elements from the results of only the
l/i/ space. It turns out that A plays significant roles in nuclear structure through the pion
exchange. TOFM and TOSM can also handle the tensor conelations generated from the
A state as well as the two-correlation of nucleons. In the study of three-body system,
we address A effects as the origin of three-body force from the explicit treatment of the
A degrees of freedom.
5.2 Outlook
In this section we would like to discuss the extensions of this thesis. It is important to
develop the TOFM framework and apply it to larger mass nuclei beyond the existing
few-body calculation. In this study we studied up to sHe as the first stage of the p-shell
nuclei. However the larger mass nuclei show various features of nuclear structures, such
as shell structure and cluster structure. We would like to examine how these structures
are constructed by the nuclear foice.
For example in six-body system, it is well-known that 6Li makes a cluster structure
ofaHe and deuteron, while 6He has two-neutron halo structure. Those are the'important
nuclei as regarding the first appearance of the cluster and the halo structures. It is
interesting to investigate the difference of these structures between 6Li and 6He in the
few-body framework. In particular, the difference between the valence two-nucleon pair
Qtn and nn), would play significant roles in these structures, where a pn pair has tensor
correlation, on the other hand a nn pair does not have it. Hence it is important that we
consider the six-body structure in terms of the relation between the internal structure of
aHe and the valence two nucleons with the bare NN interaction.
For the medium and heavy nuclei beyond the few-body framework,It is suitable for
studying those nuclei by means of the TOSM framework. Due to the shell-model basis,
TOSM is a powerful method to describe heavier nuclei. However TOSM requires the
treatment of the short-range repulsion in some way, it is important to take the appropriate
correlation function. We have to study further the short-range correlation function in
UCOM to obtain the improvements of the TOSM calculation.
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It should be noted the importance of the three-body force. In particular these effects
would become large as the nuclear mass number increase. We would like to establish
the new treatment of the many-body effects by including explicitly A excitations from
more microscopic NN interaction, and to develop the treatment of the explicit A degrees
of freedom in the framework of TOFM, TOSM, and EBFH. In this study we used the
AV28 potential model, however, it would be possible to consider whether this model
is valid or not on the procedure of the A study. Furthermore it is interesting not only
to discuss the roles of A in heavier nuclei but also to address the various problems of
three-body force in terms of the A degrees of freedom [65-68].
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Appendix A
Various matrix elements for the base
function
In this appendix we write the various matrix elements for the correlated Gaussian basis
function and Ref 122,251discuss the method of calculation in more detail.
First we forcus on the matrix elements of wavefunction for s-shell nuclei. For s-
shell nuclei the TOFM wave function is written as a liniar combination of S-wave and
D-wave. Here we describe the spatial wave funcions for S-wave and D-wave again. The
S-wave function is written as
/o(X,И)=exp(―:MX),
and the D‐wave ttction has the globel vector representation
/'■ィ(X,/,ν)=exp(―:翅X)jちν(″X)・
(A.1)
(A.2)
A.1 Overlap of the basis functions
First we show the overlap matrix elements. In the calculation of ^S-wave function, it
become very simple
(A.3)
with I *A' : B and N is the number of particles. Here the variational parameter I
includes the transfomation of antisymmetrization.
In the case of D-wave fucntion, the calculation of matrix elements is convienient by
introducing the generating function
薇鰤 剃=(等)ψ,
g2ν(X,И,の=exp(―:翅X+SX), (A.4)
which contains the column vector 3 : (sr,s2,...) and s is defined by s : er,l,e with unit
vector e. The relation between the correlated Gaussian basis function (A.2) and the
generating fuction (A.4) is provided as
.fzu(x,A,,l : il a"yrr1"1(#*^*o,d)r_0.rer_r, (A.s)
where
Br:8o (A.6)l5
Using this relation the overlap matrix elements is given by
/t\2 r(fzw(*,A',u')lf21a(x,A,u)) 
-- (.;,) J dede'Y2p@')1274@) (A.7)
/ )L-L' \
\;'AF (szw (*' A" u' )lg2va(x' A' ") ) "/ ),:),,_ o.lel le,l I
To calculate (A.7) we have to firtstly calculate the matrix element of generating
function g2y andthis calculation become simple due to the Gaussian form,
(szw(*,A' ,u')lg2.ag,A, zr)) : (s$1) t'' 
"*o 
(aLz a q'h'2 + p)")v'e.e') , (A.8)
where
q:!frB tr, q':!ir'B-,u', p:fi'B-|u. (A.9)
Then, we expand exp (q)"2 + q')tn + p)t),'e. e') in power of ,X. and i.' terms in order
to perform the differentiation with respect to ), and h'. In this expansion, the only
7z7rz@.e')2 term does not vanish and, we can integrate over the angle e and e/ by
following this relation,
2-
(e'e')2 :3, \ r1^1e7r2^(e')+Brcrf (e)rs(e') , (A.10)
m:2
where
nro:* (A.l l)
5
Finally the overlap matrix elements of D-wave function can be obtained as
' (.fzw(*,A' ,u')lf2y(x,A,u)) : : ( Q 
-|jI:\''' ,' (A.12)Bz \ detB )
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A.2 Kinetic energy
We discuss the matrix elemet of the kinetic energy. The kinetic energy operator with the
center-of-mass kinetic energy subtracted is expressed as
N_2Ni,I_n^ :12n'i j:l.t_ l'2mt '' 2mt*2*...- N" e ' r
tLl r:;
' i:l 
, i:l
where.
ni: 
-ih{,, (A.14)
and the matrix A;y is constructed by the matrix of the Jacobi coordinate set U;i
N
n,;: i u,u1,fi, (A.ls)k:l
where the matix of Jacobi coordinate set of U is
/ r -l o o \| ^, m2 _l 0 |U:l mt+m2 mt+mz Il: :l\.'m2.rl\mLtm2+"'mN m1 t m2+"'mN mlt m2 t "'^u /
For.9-wave function, the matrix element of the kinetic energy is
I(.fo$,A')l:ff;Lnlfo(x,A)| (A.16)
: 1 tz:)i:'\',' ,=rrr,(AB I A,^) .\ detB / 2- -' \"-
For D-wave function, we can obtain the matrix element by following the similar way
of overlap matrix elements. Firstly we calculate the matrix elemet of the generating
function,
(gzw(*,A',u'11\a,,tn1gr7a(x,A,u)l (A.17)
L
. 1,/)
-ft ( (2n)^ -' \ -'' 1^ + H"2 + p ),,2 t R).x., e. e,lt\ d"tB / |
exp (q),2 + q'L'2 + p)t).'e.e') ,
where
R:3Tr(AB-tA'L), P: 
-fiy-rA'AA'B-tu, (A.18)
P : *fi'B 1tr61p-rur, e:2il'B-rALA'B tu.
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Then we can derive the matrix elemtent of kinetic energy for D-wave function,
∽ノば 州 :什AJんx、4の
=豊子 (Rρ
2+2oρ)(等
)3/2
v(r, 
- 
r; : I arz(r)d(fix - r) .
(A.19)
A.3 TWo-body interaction
Next we discuss the matrix element of two-body interaction, especially for the cen-
teral interal intercion and the tensor interaction and the spin-orbit interaction, which are
components of the AV8' potential.
Then we assume the interaction acting between particle i and j as V(r; 
- 
r7). The
relative distance vector ri 
- 
r j is able to express as the linear combination of the ralative
coordinate vector x with the column vector w.
rノーゥ シツたXた=″X (A.20)
Using this rerlation and d-funcion, the potenial V (r, 
- 
r 1) can be described as,
????〓
(A.21)
Throught thc calculation ofthe matr破elements for he δ―inc ion,we can obtained the
two―body matr破elements.Here we assume that the radial follll of the potentia1/(r)
can be expressed as the sum ofthe Gaussian inctions with the range of c′. In fa  wc
expttdぬe potentid such as AV8'htoぬesum of■e Gausshan incuons exズ_ε′手ヽ
。r r2 eXp(_θ′等)for the numerical calculation ofthcse matrix elements.
A。3.l  Central interaction
At nrst we discuss the rnatrix element ofthe centralinteraction for S―wave inction.W
assume thatthe central forcc is described as the Gaussian inctions,
輌に均K均→腕にの=(等)ψル√押→′⑫
(等 )3/2(島)3/2,
where
力B~1″〓
?
?
?
?
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(A.23)
ln the calculation ofD-wave function, the matrix elements of the d-function is given as,
(g2′(X,И
′
,夕
′
)lδ(″X―r)lg2ν(X,И,7)) (A.24)
(A.26)
=(宅湛書)3/2∝pl_:θ(r_湖~1←+め)21
=(等
)3/2 eXp(―:Cr2+ら
2+グ2+みλ%.ざ十μe・r+/λυ・r),
where
γ=C力B-1夕, /=εヽレβ~lν′,                (A.25)
σ=g―嘉/, グ=7′―嘉/2, F=ρ
_:7/.
Hence we can get the matrix clements ofthe centralinteraction for D―wave,
(/2′(X,И
′
,夕
′
)1/(rf―町)|んν(X,И,7))
=身
 (11:書Fl)3/2(τ言1ァ)3/2(ρ
__島
考F)2
A。3.2  Tensor intraction
Next we discuss thc lnatrix element Ofthe tensor interaction,where the tensor opcrator
iS,
勁 =3(Q・,)(%・
')一
q・%         (A.27)=層に0降×朝)
As for the spatial part,the inatrix elemcnts ofgenerting inction is givcn as
(g 1, (x, At, u' )16 (fix - r)Y2u(i,x)lg 7(x, A, u)l
( (2n)'' -'c \ -' " ,,- I r'
\ d.,B i r2u\t)exPl-1cr'l
explf ),2 + 12 X'z + pA).'e. e' + y).e.r + y' ).'e' .rl ,
and then,
17t, * (xt, At, ut )lV (fix - r)Y2,(fix)l f2 7a (x, A, u))
(A.28)
(A.29)
=(雫妄)ψ恭/凌∝」―:″句賓→為0ル〃り′04ズ→
∂z∂r expl〆λ2+グ2λ2+みλ′e.e′十μe・r+/λЪ′・」λ=λ′=Q‖=ド=1
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For example the matrix element of the tensor for between D-wave and D-wave can
be obtained in this way,
(fzw(u' ,A' ,x)lv (fr'x 
- 
r)Y2u(rt'x)lf27a(u,A,x)) (A.30)
: 
,n,#e#)','wartB3,(cG) (#)',, f 0,,,,," t,,,v(,)
+f f B3l *rro)z I a,,2,oe !'Pv?)1 .
here
(cG)r : I(-t)''** (tu-mrr - M +ml2u) (A.31)
ml
(llrl 
- 
m1lm1l2l,1)(lm1lM 
- 
m1l2I,I)
(cG)2 : (-r)r1*, Q - M2ral2u),
and
nr:* (A.32)
J
A.3.3 Spin-orbitinteraction
Next we dirive the matrix element of the spin-orbit interaction. The spin-orbit operator
is
(L . s)ii : (rr, - ,,1 , 
,Lr(v,- o,)) .l@, * o,1 (A.33)
/t, l. .\: \r(t t P)'lloi oi) ) .
and has the orbital anqular momentum
"lU : 7$ x v), (A.34)
l-: 
,(wxx (n)u,
where the column vector ( is constructed by the matrix of the Jacobi coordinate set Uii
r-rLl
)O,-p;) : (n: r L (uri -uri)rn. (A.3s)t k:l
Then the matrix elements of the generating function is
. 
kzw$,A' ,u')16(rlx - r)(rnx , in),lszu(x,A,u)) (,{.36)
: (Q4:::\""'^ 
'' 
I 
''
\ j-"t? ) Yzu(r) exPf- 1cr'l(- ih)
1r x (1,e' a-ts - AB tr')) + (ln-t-c(r x fr,r-t (s+ s'))
e*p[f ]'2 * y'z 7rz * p)J"'e.e' + y).e.r + | )"'e' .rl ,
and then we can calculate the matrix elements ofthe spin―orbit intcraction
(/2ν(X,И
′
,夕
′
)1/(力X―r)(″X×ζ7r)″1/2ν(X,И,夕))        (A.37)
=(等)72ヵルr/OeXpl―:ε均ルeだ動的乃ズ→
51:多争「
剣 〆ノ十″ハ み及 4れ 畔 催 司
×J[ηλ(e×r)″―η′λ′(e′×r)″]λ=λ′=0,e=e′|=1
=扁
、″力 (皇4:性
「 竺
)728π
約 29И夕pam′十/→
/″r2/。)θ :ε
r2(:gr2+芸7/r4),
where
η=ζИ′B-1夕, η′=ζИB-lν′.             (A.38)
We use this relation,
国″=写dЦo×Ц引ぃ   口
A。4  Root口】meanttsquare radius
Using the wave inction obtained by the variational calcuation we can calculate a root―
mean…square(■血.S)radius.Therefore we discuss the matr破element ofthe■m.s radius
operator when thc masses of all the particles are the same. Hcre the nm.s. radius
operator is
メ=喜鮨―・ Vア三井ブAl缶ザ
三
井続
三
井り ,は 0
Then wc have to know the matiHx elements for the operator x2x With the matrix
O=″w.For Swave we can obtained:
回ド釧H～(等)T・ m
The inatrix elements ofthe gcnerating hction for the D―wave is
(g2ノ(X,И
′
,"′)1量
`み
lg2ν(X,И,夕))=(P+予31231V)      (A.42)
(12:[::Fl)3/2cxp(:tB-lV),
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and then we can derive the matrix elements for the D-wave in this wav.
where
P :3Tr(B I Q) . (A.44)
A.5 Correlation function
In this section we note the matrix elements of the correlation function. As we mentioned
in the text, the correlation funcion is defined as,
∽蔽伸い う=0(等)ψ 00
1P92+4"lo,~lν′例 ,
c(r) : fi1v1411. t -rzl-,)lY) .
cs(r) : filfot*,n')16(lrr -rzl_ r)lfs(x,A))
( (zx)N | ,) 
"'" - !,t .: 
\ d.tB / 
c-
Since the D-wave funcion has the orientation for Y2 function, we integrate the matrix
element for all angle and average it divinded by 4n,
1lCo?) : G J atjrril(x,A',2')16(111 -rzl- r)lf2y$,A,x))
(A.45)
Since the TOFM wave function is constructed by the S-wave and D-wave, the total
correlation function C(r) is able to be divided into two components for the S-wave and
D-wave,
C(r)=Cs(r)+CD(r). (A.46)
In (A.45) we choose the distance l.r - rzl as the cetain distance of two particles. Here
we can obtaine the same result regardless of selectiong two particles, due to the consid-
eration of antisymmetrization for all particles in the wave function. As the definition of
the correlation function, the matrix elements of correlation function needs the matrix el-
ements of the 6-funcion. We have already shown it in the previous section for two-body
matrix element. Hence we note the correlation function for S-wave.
(A.47)
(A.48)
=, 」サ((2π)Ⅳ
~16)3/2θ
_:ε″218氏B2'ダ2+431r210zργ/1B3r4γ2γ′21 .
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Appendix B
Figures of the bare ,A/l/ potential
We show figures of the bare NNpotential for AV8', AV14 and AV28 used in this study.
These potentials are shown by the representations of spin-isospin channels.
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Figure B. 1 : The central potentials of AV8' as functions of relative NN distance r.
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Figure B.2:The tensor(left ngure)and z・S(right ngure)pOtentials ofAV8'as functions
ofrclativcハ「ハr distance r.
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Figure B.3: The central potentials of AVl4 (left figure) and AV28 (right figure) as func-
tions of relative NN distance r.
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Figure 8.4: The tensor potentials of AVl4 (left figure) and AV28 (right figure) as func-
tions of relative NN distance r.
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Figure 8.5: The Z .S potentials of AV l4 (left figure) and AV28 (right figure) as functions
of relative NN distance r.
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Figure 8.6: The L2 potentials of AVl4 (left figure) and AV28 (right figure) as functions
of relative NN distance r.
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inctions ofrelative ittr distance r.
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